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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  2 0
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
September 20, 2002 FR IDAY
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
A new marijuana ordinance
passed by the city council
Tuesday will take a load off the
State’s Attorneys’ Office, a load
state’s attorneys say was never
there.
The ordinance now states
being caught with 2.5 grams of
marijuana or less is a city viola-
tion and can be prosecuted by
the city, but no longer will go on
a person’s record. Originally, the
offense was a misdemeanor.
One of the main reasons the
ordinance was created was to
relieve the State’s Attorneys’
Office of the petty marijuana
cases like those of 2.5 grams or
less. The state’s attorneys were
not prosecuting each case
because of their heavy workload,
said Mayor Dan Cougill.
However, Assistant State’s
Attorney Duane Deters, who
prosecuted those same cases up
until 18 months ago, said there
was never an abundance of the
petty marijuana offenses.
“They’re not time-consuming,”
he said Wednesday. “I don’t think
we were ever overwhelmed.”
Cougill contended the new ordi-
nance will allow the city attorney
more time to prosecute each case
instead of prosecuting cases
according to how much time they
have. In some cases, he said, peo-
ple have never gone to court for
their citation. 
Another issue surrounding the
new ordinance is that the citation
will no longer be put on a person’s
record. The citation will still be
prosecuted by the city in court
and carry a $250 fine; however, it
will not go on the record, some-
thing Cougill does not think will
decrease the number of marijua-
na citations.
Although he admitted there will
be some people who think there is
less consequence for their actions
by carrying 2.5 grams of marijua-
na or less, Cougill said through
the ordinance more people will be
prosecuted and in effect more
people will feel the sting of the
law. 
So the issue of the marijuana
ordinance is two-sided, while
people won’t see the citation on
their record forever, they will
definitely get prosecuted as
opposed to letting the state’s
attorney’s office handle it. The
cases will be dealt with fairly,
Cougill said, instead of people
getting prosecuted and fined
according to the State’s
Attorney’s workload.
Furthermore, Cougill said the
State’s Attorney’s office will still
prosecute cases of multiple
offenders so people will think
twice about getting a second vio-
lation.
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
Despite efforts to create a desig-
nated driver bus service to and
from local bars, H & H
Transportation will not be provid-
ing the service.
Scott Harrison, owner of the
company, said he will not be run-
ning a bus to bars because the
Charleston Licensed Beverage
Association turned down the offer.
“I was trying to get the bars to
subsidize these kids and they
won’t,” Harrison said. “The bar
owners are just not participating
and I’m pissed about it.”
Mike Knoop, chair of the bar
owners’ association, said they did
not take up Harrison’s offer of $50
per month for the bus service
because not all of the establish-
ments were interested.
Harrison’s proposal was for $1
per ride, or $3 all night, students
could take the bus to and from the
bars to which they want to go. The
bus would run from 7 p.m. until 2
a.m. Wednesday through Saturday
to all bars, or whoever wanted the
service.
The bars would then pay $50 per
month, or Harrison said he would
lower that price to $30 per month,
to pay for the service.
Harrison has already purchased
the bus for $30,000 plus $6,000 for
insurance and said he had previ-
ously discussed the idea with
Knoop before buying the bus. 
“Ain’t nobody helping me in
return,” Harrison said. “They’re
not doing these kids justice.”
The idea, Harrison said, is a
good one he does not want to let go
of because it acts as both a safety
and lucrative business measure.
“This is not a matter of who gets
all the crowds, it’s a matter of
keeping these kids safe,” he said.
“Somebody’s not waking up and
smelling the coffee.”
However, Knoop said he individ-
ually supports the idea of a bus
service running to the bars, but he
cannot impose a required payment
to all bars for the service through
the liquor association. 
Designated
driver service
hits roadblock
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Chris Lempa, a senior history major, talks with Carl Estabrook, the Green Party candidate for state representa-
tive, before the meeting of the Green Party in the Life Sciences Building Thursday night.
Reasons for ordinance questioned
Tailgating to see
additional security
By Caitlin Prendergast
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Students familiar with the time-
honored tradition of tailgating out-
side O’Brien Stadium will find a
most unfamiliar setup Saturday.
The University Board is bring-
ing the rock band Lucky Boys
Confusion to perform from 4:30 to
6:30 p.m. in the tailgate area prior
to the football team’s home opener. 
Due to the popularity of the
band, UB Chair Caleb Judy said a
large crowd is expected, and cer-
tain security measures must be
enforced.
The UB has been planning to
bring Lucky Boys Confusion here
since this summer. Originally, they
wanted to put up a stage and have
some areas roped off for the con-
cert.
Judy said the UB wanted the
event to resemble regular tailgat-
ing, with limited security and no ID
checking.
A week ago, Judy was informed
that the “upper administration”
wanted additional security meas-
ures to be taken for the concert.
Two UB members met with rep-
resentatives from the Student Life
Office, University Police
Department and the athletic
department to decide a new setup
for the tailgating area.
“We tried hard, and we talked
for hours,” Judy said. “We did all
we could to maintain the tradition
of tailgating.”
The final plan for the Lucky
Boys Confusion concert separates
the audience into two sections,
“non-drinking” and “drinking.” 
A diagram by the UB shows
plastic fences will surround the
two areas, and a check point for
each section will be in place. No
one under 21 will be allowed in the
“drinking” section, which is larger
than the “non-drinking” section.
University police officers will
patrol the area, as well as students
hired by the UB. The students will
check IDs and provide additional
security.
“We have to have security in
front of the stage. It’s regulated by
our contract with the band,” Judy
said. “They’re going to be regular
students–a few big guys in front of
the stage and on the perimeters of
the fence.”
Judy said the setup “is not like a
prison camp,” and there will still
be a large tailgating area for those
who don’t want to stand within the
concert confines.
“It’s a security thing,” Judy said.
“This band will draw a lot of peo-
ple, and we don’t want 12-year-olds
moshing with college students with
alcohol–it’s a liability.” 
“Ain’t nobody helping
me in return. They’re
not doing these kids
justice.”
—Scott Harrison
 State’s attorney says
there was never an
abundance of petty 
marijuana cases
Green Party candidate Estabrook
not rosy on two-party politics
By Chris Womack
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Carl Estabrook told a group of about 50 students
and faculty that America’s government has not had
a dumber group in Washington than Rumsfeld,
Rice, Cheney and Bush, referring to defense sec-
retary Donald, national security adviser
Condoleezza, vice president Dick and president
George.   
Estabrook, Green Party candidate for Illinois’
15th Congressional District and history professor
at the University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana,
spoke to a lively crowd in Room 2080 of the Life
Sciences Building.  
Estabrook discussed the inadequacy of
Democratic and Republican politicians.  His rea-
sons for running for Congress dealt mainly with
the similarities of the two parties. 
“Republicans and Democrats are essentially
small divisions of the same party. The Republicans
and Democrats have a lock on the political system,
and they agree on most issues,” said Estabrook.
Estabrook said “the door is not open” to third
parties in Illinois, and Illinois is the second most
difficult state to get a third party candidate on the
ballot. 
Estabrook had to get 5,000 signatures on a nota-
rized sheet in order to get on the ballot, and wound
up collecting 7,616.
Timothy Johnson is the Republican incumbent
Estabrook is running against.  Estabrook said, unlike
S E E  O R D I N A N C E  Page 6A
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A tall order
Eastern looks for first win of the 
season at home against Indiana State.
Page 8 S E C T I O N  A
 Charleston Licensed Beverage Association turned
down offer from H & H Transportation
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Run DMC cement
their legacy with
“Greatest Hits”
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J U S T  T H I N K I N G . . .
Associate Verge editor, 
Karen Kirr touts some soothing
places to frequent if you want
relieve your educational stresses
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Snapcase
“End Transmission”
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“Changing Lanes” DVD provides great
plot and performances.
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C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Astralflight, Hit Gone Bad and Loki
all playing this weekend.

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By Karen Kirr
A S S O C I A T E  V E R G E  E D I T O R
After a few years of living in rel-
ative obscurity, the members of
Lucky Boys Confusion have
entered the big time by signing to
major record label Elektra, home
to multi-platinum metalheads
Metallica as well as hip-hop artist
Missy Elliott.
The band, all natives of Downers
Grove and Naperville, is making
their second trip back to Eastern in
less than a year to perform a free
concert, sponsored by University
Board, at 4:30 Saturday afternoon
to kick off the first home game of
the Panther football season.
Headed by lead vocalist
Kaustubh “Stubhy” Pandaz, the
band is composed of guitarist
Adam Krier, guitarist Joe Sell,
bassist Jason Schultejann and
drummer Ryan Fergus.
As a part of a Battle of the Bands
competition in high school a few
years ago, the group met and decid-
ed to join together to write its own
material and form a band, said
Doug Lefrak, manager of Lucky
Boys Confusion.
In preparation for its upcoming
album, the band has focused on
writing new material, therefore
refraining from touring for the
most part in recent months, Lefrak
said. Lucky Boys has also been rig-
orously rehearsing for its tour next
year.
“We did some touring here and
there a little,” he said.
However, when they became
aware Eastern would welcome their
presence for its kick off concert,
they jumped at the opportunity.
“Katie (Strejc, UB concert
coordinator) called us and we
Lucky Boys Confusion:
back and ready to rock
S E E  L U C K Y  Page 5B
 Lucky Boys Confusion is looking forward to pumping up students with its ‘high-energy rock show’ Saturday
outside Lantz Arena  prior to the Panther football team’s first home game versus Indiana State
P H O T O S  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Proving to be one of the
most viable names in hip
hop with a greatest hits
package
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By Jennifer Chiariello
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Children of all ages will unleash their
creative side at the 12th annual “Kids’ Art
in the Park” from 9:30 a.m. to 
noon Saturday at Morton Park in
Charleston.
The event is coordinated by Dorothy
Bennett, instructor of art and president of
the Coles County Arts Council, which is
also the sponsor.The program is partially
sponsored by a grant from the Illinois Arts
Council.
"The first year the program was folk art,
but now it is a whole morning that is free
for children to get exposed to different
art," Bennett said.
Activities planned include paper mar-
bling, clay, watercolor painting, weaving,
whittling, potato prints, yarn art, musical
chairs, Hawaiian dancing and a presenta-
tion by the Mystic Juggler.
A new activity added to this year’s pro-
gram is pewter making and face painting
will be offered by Eastern theater stu-
dents. 
Children may also try their hand at but-
ton-making and painting shirts with art
education majors. 
"What is really great is that it is open
activities, nothing structured. If a child
feels like running off to go play on a swing,
he or she can," said Pam Gutowski, co-
organizer of the event.
All activities are free with the exception
of button-making and painting shirts.
For button making, participants must
bring a photo and pay a $1 materials fee.
For shirt painting, participants must bring
a 100 percent cotton T-shirt and pay a $2
fee.  
The event is open to the public, and 250
parents and children are expected, Bennett
said.
Kids to explore art
in the park Saturday
By Jennifer Farone
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The School of Technology is celebrating
its Centennial Anniversary this year and will
offer an array of events this weekend.
A Centennial Celebration dinner will be
held at 6 p.m. Friday in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The cost is $25 per per-
son.
Beginning at 8 a.m. Saturday, the school
will host a golf outing at Meadowview Golf
Course in Mattoon. The fee is $45 per golfer,
which includes golf cart, lunch and prizes.  
Free School of Technology lab tours and
demonstrations will be held from 2 to 3:30
p.m in Klehm Hall Saturday as well. 
Saturday evening events include a tailgate
party before this year’s first home football
game. 
The pregame tailgate will run from 4 to 6
p.m., and will cost $5 per person.  
Kick-off is at 6:00 p.m, and tickets for the
game cost $6, but are free to students with
valid Panther Cards. 
Technology celebration continues
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
A project to make Charleston’s water the
best-tasting it’s ever been is having set-
backs, which may delay tasting the antici-
pated delicious, clean water.
The city has ended its contract with a
company hired to design and build the new
Waste Water Treatment Plant, which will
eliminate bad taste and odor associated
with the old plant, which was expected to
be completed next fall.
The company, Black & Veatch
Corporation, based in Chesterfield, Miss.,
has been terminated from the job by the
city, but City Manager Alan Probst could
not comment on the reason because of
pending litigation.
The city now intends to contract the
Springfield-based firm of Crawford,
Murphy & Tilly, Inc. to design the building.
Treatment plant faces setbacks
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Playing in the mud
Devin Heiser, a senior recreation administration major, and resident assistant of Taylor Hall
five north, drags Katie Burke, a freshman elementary education major, through the mud
Thursday night in the South Quad at the Battle of the Sexes held betwwen the fifth floors of
the north and south towers of Taylor Hall.
“What is really great is that it
is open activities, nothing
structured. If a child feels
like running off to go play on
a swing, he or she can.”
—Pam Gutowski
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“I don’t really
know, I drive.”
Keith Andrew
“I bike ride. It’s a
great stress
reducer”
Carrie Cymerman
“I listen to music,
mostly Dave
Matthews.”
Matt Noonan
“SLEEP!”
Nancy Dole
“I try not to let
anything get me
down. I focus on
what’s going on
now and not the
big picture”
Richard Wandling
“(I take) Long
walks and read
novels.”
Q U O T E  T H I S
What do you do when you
get stressed out?
By Karen Kirr
A S S O C I A T E  V E R G E  E D I T O R
While our lives as college students are
erratic, spontaneous and unpredictable,
there are two mainstays in the life of
dorms, dingy apartments, cheap beer and
of course the cavalcade of fundamental
educational priorities we hold dear.
One of those fixtures is quite alluring,
intriguing and typically satisfies us to a cer-
tain degree, no matter what emotional state
we might be in at any given moment. 
Entertainment, whether in the form of
movies, music or the like, is this particular-
ly enticing fixture I’m alluding to.
Although we all know entertainment is
essentially crucial to at least our sanity, I
think we lose sight of its importance with
our overloaded schedules that continuously
seem to bog us down with strenuous activi-
ty after activity. 
Sure we all enjoy entertainment, but do
we really savor this aspect of our lives or is
stress, (the second mainstay I was refer-
ring to) an inevitably plaguing fixture in
our lives, holding us captive?
In my experience and from my obser-
vances, stress is something so deteriorating
in that it is like an emotional attacker that
viciously sinks its rigid, pointy teeth into
people on a daily basis.  It steals our time
like a thief in the night, misplaces our
thoughts, weaves a web of confusion in our
heads, clouds our minds and triggers us to
funnel our time into things we think will
provide us a quick fix and a sense of relax-
ation. 
Well most of the time the tobacco,  glass-
es of luscious White Russians or whatever
method we attempt to dissolve our stress
with, isn’t the correct way to go about elim-
inating the stresses in our lives. And I’m
just as guilty as the rest of campus when it
comes to resorting to those types of meth-
ods. 
As a result, we usually end up feeling
trapped in the crevasses of our mind and
problems. 
All of these rugged emotional tidings are
seemingly complicated by our crazy sched-
ules and since we are faced with a melting pot
of stresses in our daily life regardless if we’re
are students, professors, musicians, construc-
tion workers or whatever, we must  find some
way to allow ourselves to put aside our stress-
es and let ourselves be encapsulated by enter-
tainment or something else that’s effective for
us. 
Of course, it’s easier said then done to say
the least. 
However, on a lighter note, I thought I’d
disappear from the newsroom for a few hours
one afternoon just to get a grasp on some of
the more therapeutic places to frequent when
I’m stressed beyond repair. Well I chose my
top five so here they are in no particular
order.
 Jackson Avenue Coffee: With its black and
red striped awning and its relaxing jazz music
echoing softly throughout the fancy coffee
shop, I can’t help but applaud the coffee joint
owners for creating an intricately professional
design that suits both students and community
residents alike. 
The various pieces of furniture also add to
the comfortable atmosphere. The countertops,
fashioned with a marble finish, as well as the
abstract paintings daintily hung on the plum
walls at least will give you the illusion that
you’re not stressed even if you are. Service
also was incredibly good at Jackson Avenue
and easily bypassed the other places I visited,
even offering me a complimentary chocolate
mint stick as I nursed my delicious cup of joe.
 Blimpies: OK, so maybe the food here and
usually the place is just chaotic since loads of
students come here to feast on the mouth-
watering subs each day. And while the subs
make stress all the more easier to handle, the
squared tables are also ideal to engage in long
conversations with friends and  provide ample
space to do so. Although you may have to wait
extensively during the lunch hour, if you’re
looking for a rather inexpensive and tasty
lunch and a lively atmosphere that may help
diminish your stresses, this is a good option.
Booth Library: Well what can I say. The
newly renovated library is more expansive
and is a good option if you’re just looking to
get away from your place for a while. It is
quiet, not yoga, but relaxing. Obviously, you
can take a mind dive into the vast array of
books and sink into another world courtesy of
the authors and forget your stresses for a
while. And of course you can lounge in the
abundance of plush furniture scattered
through out the three-story facility. Perhaps
you can even pry open that math book collect-
ing dust on your desk and alleviate some of
your anxieties by actually studying for tests. 
 Jitters n’ Bliss: Another great coffee joint
with a relaxing atmosphere and an innumer-
able amount of menu items. The only down-
fall: not as much space to spread books out to
study like Jackson Avenue Coffee, but hey
just as tasty and soothing.
 Java B&B: Another upscale coffee facility
brought to you by Keith Bliss that has the
convenience factor that may be the most
imperative factor in a student’s life that
involves dedicating one’s time to a slew of
extracurricular activities on top of classes.
Also the design, researched and installed by
Eastern facility workers, is fabulous. The
mahogany countertops are definitely one of
the most dazzling features.
Even if you can’t quell your anxieties by
venturing to any of the aforementioned stress
reducers or engage in any thought-provoking
activity, hopefully and most likely, your
stresses will just dissipate with time as they
always somehow do. 
“Well most of the time
tobacco, glasses of luscious
White Russians or whatever
... isn’t the correct way to go
about eliminate the stresses
in our lives.”
J U S T  T H I N K I N G . . .
Stress punctures lives of
students and professionals
She is a
junior journalism
major. 
She can be reached
at kekirr@eiu.edu
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A New Look Tanning
Keep That Summer Tan!
Weekly and Monthly Unlimited Specials
32 Bulb Bed
3 Face Tanners
Unlimited
2 weeks $22
1 month $42
other options available
30 Bulb Bed
Unlimited
2 weeks $19
1 month $35
other options available
655 W Lincoln Suite #12
348-8123
Queen Anne’s
On 7th Street
Bed &
899 7th Street
Charleston, Illinois
61920
David & Annette Reichart
owners
Qannes.reichart@advant.com • www.bbonline.com/il/queenannes/
Brian’s Place
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY from 2pm till 1 am
with no cover and $1.75 oz Big Bottles
Free pool 2-5pm
With DJ’s playing the latest Dance Music
Fri, Sat & Sun Nights and a Large Dance Floor,
we are the perfect place to hold your
Fraternity and Sorority functions.
Contact us MON-FRI, 10am-5pm for more information
21st & Broadway
Mattoon IL (217) 234-4151 www.clubx-treme.com
Buy
a full size
bottle of lotion
and tan free 
that day
345-5666
TAN LINES
~Next to Joey’s, across from Old Main  ’     
Regullar,,   Power,,   and  
Ullttiimatte  Beds
Mrs. B’s Teacher Supplies
&
Mrs. B’s School Tools
3225 Marshall Avenue
Mattoon, IL 61938
(217) 235- 6323
1812 Glen Park Drive
Champaign, IL 61821
(217) 398-3806
Bring this ad in
and get 10% off
your purchase!!!
SAT. 9/21  ASTRO FLIGHT (JON & SARA)
SUN. 9/22  JON & SARA
SAT. 9/28  RYAN GROFF
SEPTEMBER
LIVE BANDS
Studio
610 W. Lincoln Ave. Suite B
Charleston, IL 61920
Open Mon-Sat (217) 348-6700
Complimentary Coffee 
Internet People Wanted
To Create/Market Websites
$100-$2500 Part/Full Time
Jon Shubert
800-211-1202 ext.16016
goodchoice@unfranchise.com
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Stu’s
This Weekend
$2 - 22oz. Bud Light Bottles
$2 - UV Vodka Mixers
$2 - Blue Tail Flies
$2 - Melonballs
$2 - Junebugs
$1 - Shot Special
NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
When Location Matters
IMMEDIATE/SPRING VACANCIES
single lease/short-term lease
$275/person
Call Lindsey @ 348-1479
1509 S. 2nd St.
Roya l  He ight s
A p a r t m e n t s
K I M  @  3 4 6 - 3 5 8 3
$270/mo.
• Single lease
• Short term
• Immediate rentals
• Spring available
Tell-A-Nurse
581-2727
We are here for you.
Just call us!
Eastern Illinois
University 
Health Service
Relax... 
let the DEN take care of your
advertising needs
Call your Ad Rep today! 581-2816
Lord: Honors
program
should go 
to college
By Avian Carrasquillo
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  R E P O R T E R  
A proposal to make the Honors Program an Honors
College is under serious consideration by administrators.
If passed, the change would mark the first time in 21
years an alteration has been made to the program.  
Herbert Lasky, a director of the Honors Program, has
been a proponent of the change for years. He said the pro-
gram itself would not be altered by creating a college, but
the change would make Eastern a more attractive option
for prospective students.
“If (the proposal is) passed, then, academically, the pro-
gram will remain unchanged,” Lasky said. “What this
move would mean is that our administrative offices will
operate more efficiently. We can develop recruitment
and fundraising techniques and raise the national image.
We’d follow an ongoing trend, Western Illinois University
has done it and so has Illinois State University. It will
keep us competitive and will benefit the institution as a
whole.”
Part of what sparked the idea was the growth the
Honors Program experienced since its inception.
“Over the years our program has grown from 56 stu-
dents to 726, this change would help us accommodate
more students,” Lasky said.
Blair Lord, vice president for academic affairs, said no
time frame has been set for the proposed change.
“What Lasky is discussing is a renaming of the existing
program, with few structural changes,” Lord said. “The
changes would benefit administration, fundraising and
recruitment.
Development code not OK’d yet
Java B & B opens Monday with fanfare
By Layne Utsinger
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The grand opening of Java B&B  will
be held on 9 a.m Monday, Sept. 23 with
a ceremonial ribbon-cutting in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Specials will go on all day, featuring
different products like frappes,
smoothies, muffins, pastries and
Hagen-Daaz ice cream. Free samples
will be given away, along with draw-
ings for mugs and other prizes.
“The concept is all about the stu-
dents, staff and faculty. Pleasing them
is our number one goal. I encourage
feedback and will continually accept
feedback to make Java B&B the best
possible operation,” said Keith Bliss,
owner of Java B&B and Jitters and
Bliss coffee shop located on 420 W.
Lincoln. “This operation is geared
toward the customers and I encourage
everyone to stop by and enjoy what we
have to offer.” 
Mark Hudson, director of campus
housing and dining, said the addition of
Java B&B to campus is a celebration of
a new campus facility. 
“The university has spent approxi-
mately two years on the project and is
proud to bring an upscale coffee outlet
to campus,” Hudson said. 
“This is an example of a partner-
ship between the community and the
university and I hope people will
attend the grand opening to take part
in the drawings and enjoy the free
samples.”
Java B&B’s hours are 7 a.m. to 11
p.m. through the week and 11 a.m. to 11
p.m. on the weekends. Java B&B is
located across from the University
Bookstore.
By Karen Kirr
S T A F F  W R I T E R
A heated discussion took place at
Charleston Middle School Thursday
evening during the third public hear-
ing on the city’s reworked Unified
Development Code; however, the code
won’t be approved by the Board of
Zoning and Appeals, which hosted the
hearing, until at least November.
“After we get (residents’) comments
on (chapters) five through nine, we’ll
probably come back in November and
take some action on it,” said Steve
Pamperin, chairman of the Board of
Zoning and Appeals.
Once the Board and the public
approve the the code, a recommenda-
tion will be made to the City Council,
which it ultimately must pass for the
code to take effect. 
Four out of the code’s nine chapter’s
were discussed at Thursday’s meeting,
but the first three chapters sparked lit-
tle debate.
The hot topic of the night was chap-
ter four of the reworked code, which
detailed a revamped plan involving
amortization and non-conforming sit-
uations that could affect individual
residences and so-called “mom and
pop” businesses. Discussed in chapter
one of the code was General
Provision, in the second chapter
Developmental Procedures and in
chapter three Zoning
Districts/Maps/Uses. 
Chapter three had the most rele-
vance to the university of the four
chapters discussed at the hearing, but
generated little discussion from the
nearly 30 residents in attendance.
“(Chapter) Three talks about how you
can use land,” Pamperin said.
“Everyone seems pretty happy with
how’s it’s laid out now. It’s pretty clear-
cut.”
Since the land issues involved in
chapter three include landlords not
being allowed to house more residents
than the amount of parking spaces
available at particular complex and the
maximum number of unrelated people
allowed to live in a residence, Pamperin
said it would be beneficial for students
to attend the public hearings. 
“I would encourage more students to
come out when we have meetings,”
Pamperin said. “We would really like
the input. We’d love for them to come
out.”
Michael Lauer, city consultant for the
reworked coding project, used a
detailed a Power Point presentation to
allude to various points he wanted to get
across to community members during
the nearly three-hour public hearing. 
The continuation of Thursday night’s
meeting is slated for 6 p.m. Oct. 17 at
the Charleston City Council Chamber
Room.
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Snapcase still rockin’ hard on Victory Records
By Ben Turner
S T A F F  W R I T E R
It’s sad but it’s true. Some bands
release a lot of great music during
their time together and influence
many other bands that eventually
recieve mainstream acceptance.
Yet somehow mainstream audi-
ences never warm up to the bands
that were the inspiration for their
favorites. 
The Buffalo, N.Y. based quintet
Snapcase could be considered an
example of this pop culture phe-
nomenon. Since forming in 1991,
the mainstream rock sound has
changed from a grunge-based
alternative scene to that of nu-
metal and rap-rock of the 21st cen-
tury. 
All along, Snapcase has contin-
ued to rip out its blend of hardcore
rock accompanied by emotionally-
driven lyrics with a dash of poli-
tics. Influenced many they have,
but where’s the recognition they
deserve?
Snapcase joined Chicago’s
Victory Records in 1995 and
released “Lookingglassself.” 
Since then, the band has wit-
nessed younger, fellow Victory
acts like Hatebreed and Thursday
move onto major labels while they
are content to continue to make
music that pleases themselves and
their fans.
Their latest album “End
Transmission” is a perfect exam-
ple of what a mature and insightful
band is capable of. Thirteen tracks
filled with a blend of in-your-face
guitar riffs, dark, emotionally-
inspired lyrics and some mellow
sections to let the ears recover and
content sink in.
Frontman Daryl Taberski is the
ringleader with guitarists Jon
Salemi and Frank Vicario each hav-
ing equally crucial roles. 
The rhythm section of bassist
Dustin Perry and drummer Tim
Redmond aren’t in the spotlight but
are the backbone of the band.
“Transmission” kicks off with
“Coagulate” a rapid-fire leadoff
that draws in listeners with dueling
guitars. “The Beat,” takes listeners
to the year 2071 where “you’ll be
informed on what you’ll be, and cor-
respond if you want to live.” That
sounds like a depressing era in
which to live and the entire album is
filled with what Victory called
“[Snapcase’s] cerebral, conceptual
vision of a futuristic society.” 
“Ten a.m.” is a dark tune which
sounds a lot like Rage Against the
Machine’s cover of Bruce
Springsteen’s “The Ghost of Tom
Joad.”
“First word,” picks up the pace of
the album, but doesn’t lighten the
dark picture they are painting for
humanity’s future. “Transmission”
slows down for tracks seven and
eight but picks back up with track
nine, “Aperture,” a paranoia-filled
piece about a traitor within their
walls. “Interrogation,” is another
dark opus describing a late 21st-cen-
tury third degree, capping off the
hard-hitting description with: “so you
lay down in a weakened state and you
sell out saying, just kill me now.”
“Transmission” is a dark predic-
tion of what could happen if humans
can’t see through “the marketing that
obscures the truth. What that truth is
that is being obscured is debatable,
but regardless, Snapcase has
unleashed another quality album
that is too loud to be overlooked.
“End Transmission”
Snapcase
“End Transmission,” stands as a
dark prediction of human society
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  A M A Z O N . C O M
By Ben Erwin
V E R G E  E D I T O R
Before the world of hip-hop fell
victim to the often ignorant guise
of “thug life, pimpin, bling-bling”
and a great deal of posturing,
Hollis, Queens’ Run DMC was the
first rap group to bring the music,
culture and style of the then-fledg-
ling Rap movement to white
America.  
With Arista’s release of the aptly
titled “Greatest Hits,” Run DMC is
sure to see its legacy perpetuated
by a new generation of rap fans too
young to remember the original
release of seminal albums like the
group’s self-titled 1984 debut,
“King of Rock” and “Raising Hell”
among others. With simplistic but
compelling beats, intricate
rhymes, enough bravado to sound
forceful without an air of violent
antagonism and even the ocasional
guitar riff, “Greatest Hits” is a
wonderful peek into hip hop’s inno-
cent early years.
Leading off the album, tracks
like the riff-driven “King of Rock,”
the layered rhythms of “It’s
Tricky” and the classic “Run’s
House” have proved a viable blue-
print for much of what has come
out of the Hip-Hop community in
the last 20 years.
Even on the Aerosmith classic,
“Walk This Way,” and the bouncing
bass of “It’s Like That,” the voices of
DMC’s two emcees Joseph “Run”
Simmons and Darryl “DMC”
McDaniels propel these tracks, and
make seemingly-trite tracks still
sound fresh.  
While the beats and rhymes domi-
nate much of “Greatest Hits,” it is
Run DMC’s underplayed sense of
humor that separated them from
many of their contemporaries.  With
the reworked nursery rhymes of
“Peter Piper,” the ode to sneakers on
“My Adidas” and the monolithic pro-
portions the group raises their deejay
to in “Jam-Master Jay” all serve as
the perfect foil to the cliched image
of aggression in modern hip hop.
Add to this classic tracks like
“Run’s House,” “Sucker M.C.’s,”
“Rock Box” and a slew of others, and
“Greatest Hits” is an immaculate
chronicle of one of hip hop’s early
greats.  
Run DMC was the first rap group
to go gold, the first rap group to have
a video on MTV and the first rap
group to have a platinum album.
Although they may be dismissed by
fans for recent efforts like “Crown
Royal,” “Greatest Hits” cements the
place in history for a group as at
times admonished as they are
admired.
Run DMC exposes Hip Hop’s
roots on stellar ‘Greatest Hits’
“Greatest Hits”
Run DMC
“The Kings of Rock” return with
the aptly titled “Greatest Hits”
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  R U N C M D . C O M
By John Hohenadel 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Clean yourselves up, brush
your teeth, polish your shoes, put
on your favorite outfit, fasten
your seatbelts and head to
Uptowner at 10 p.m. Saturday
night to catch Astralflight! 
Who is Astralflight? 
Astralflight is a semi-local band
from St. Peters, Mo., who has been
playing throughout Missouri and
the Midwest for a number of
years.
Comprising the seven-person
group are vocalist Sarah
Schniepp, Jon Schniepp, Eric
Williford, Gregg and Gerald
Haynes, Dan Smith and Alan
Schreiner. 
They primarily play their own
original pop and rock music along
with a number of their favorite
covers.
In the past year, Astralflight has
released its first compact disc
titled, “The Way that I Am” on
Cedar House records. 
You may have seen band mem-
bers Sarah and Jon Schniepp
before performing acoustically on
Sundays at the Uptowner. On
Sundays the pair plays acoustic
sets.
According to Jimmy Wickiser,
Uptowner bar general manager,
Sarah resembles Jewel in many
ways. She sounds like Jewel, she
looks like Jewel, and even plays
Jewel covers during weekly
acoustic sets. 
Many students think an
acoustic set is nice sometimes, but
not on a Saturday night when stu-
dents are out and the adrenaline is
flowing. Sarah and Jon realize
this, so this Saturday at Uptowner,
these two will be accompanied by
their whole band, Astralflight, and
they are going to be plugged in
and, according to Wickiser, “rock-
ing the house.”
The Uptowner is located at 623
Monroe St., about a mile north of
campus. 
According to Wickiser, The
Uptowner has a large stage for
Astralflight to play on, and there
is plenty of room for the audience
to watch them rock. 
There will be a $2 cover charge
for the show and audience mem-
bers must be 21.
Astralflight to bring
pop to Uptowner
‘End Transmission’ is a
perfect example of
what a mature and
insightful band is
capable of.
Back to School Special
Come in and receive 
1/2 off Any Haircut
with participating stylists
Shawna or Amy
Please present 
coupon for special
655 W. Lincoln Ave.
Suite 12, Charleston
348-8123
A New Look
Exp. Oct. 31,2002
USED - NEW
FURNITURE
TREASURE ISLAND
348-1041
10-5 MON.-FRI    10-2 SAT.
Man who waits for roast duck to fly into mouth must wait very, very long time.
20% OFF DINNER BUFFET W/STUDENT I.D.
SO CALL CHINA 88 AND HAVE YOUR ASIAN
CUISINE DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR
(217)348-1232
SUN-THU 11-9, FRI-SAT 11-10
ASK ABOUT OUR
DINNER SPECIALS
$2.50 Pints of Kick-A-Poo Punch
Half Price Martini’s at $2.50
$1.50 Rail Liquor
“You Call It”
Roc’s shuttle to and from Bears game $20
Includes breakfast and drink. 
27 seats available while they last!!
Friday Night
Saturday Night
OH MY GOD
KATIE’S 21!
Happy Birthday from
the girls at the Landing!
We’ve all seen (and some may
have been) the belligerent, out-
of-control drunk at a bar or a
party that everyone was laugh-
ing at. Or maybe we’ve had to
take care of the poor drunk vom-
iting all over the place. Or maybe
you’ve had a hangover that just
wouldn’t quit.
As college students, many
equate the consumption of alcohol
with getting drunk, better known
to us as wasted, trashed, ham-
mered. Drinking alcohol in excess
often leads to behavior that nor-
mally wouldn’t be engaged in by
most of us. Maybe you slept
through that test, you got into a
fight, you slept with someone you
just met. Others may have been
affected by your indulgence in
alcohol. You may have woke up a
roommate, disturbed a neighbor,
or embarrassed a friend. In short,
when you’re drunk, you’ve lost
control.
In the morning, what do you
have to show for that one drunken
night? Maybe a lower grade in a
class, a ruined relationship, or
even worse, a sexually transmit-
ted infection. Probably a throb-
bing headache and a slimmer wal-
let. Sure, you’ve had a good time –
from what you can remember.
Pretty much, a lot lost, little
gained.
Well, drinking alcohol does not
have to equal getting drunk!
Drinking alcohol responsibly can
not only reduce any negative con-
sequences, but it can also be fun.
Going out to a party or a bar
starts well before you actually get
there. Before going out, you
should try to develop a drinking
plan of how much and how often.
Try to bring with you the amount
of cash you intend on spending
and no more. This will prevent
you from drinking more than you
intended. Leave the credit card at
home! Running a tab at a bar only
means you will spend more
money and drink more. Decide on
how you’re going to get home. Do
you have a designated driver?
Are you planning on taking a cab?
Are you planning on walking?
Knowing this ahead of time will
allow you to plan accordingly.
Also, eat a full meal. Do not go
out drinking on an empty stomach
– although you’ll feel the effects
of alcohol sooner, you’ll also feel
the effects of a hangover in the
morning. You may want to drink a
few glasses of water so your body
is hydrated.
While drinking, avoid any sort
of other drug, including any over-
the-counter medications or antibi-
otics. Especially avoid any illegal
drug. You do not know what sort
of interaction may occur with the
alcohol, and having to go to the
hospital is no way to find out.
You’ll want to keep track of how
much alcohol you have drank. As
a general rule, try to pace your-
self to about one drink per hour.
Drinking a glass of water or soda
in between each drink or eating a
snack, will help you regulate how
much you’re drinking. Avoid any
sort of concoction such as jungle
juice, Jell-O shots, or any other
homemade brew because you’ll
never know how much alcohol is
in it, or what else may have been
added. Keep an eye on your drink,
along with you friends’. Most
importantly, do not attempt to
drive after consuming alcohol.
The consequences do not out-
weigh the benefits.
When arriving home after a
night out, it is best to try to eat
something before going to bed as
well as drinking several glasses of
water. You may want to keep a
glass of water next to your bed.
Probably the most important
step in responsible drinking is
realizing that the majority of stu-
dents at Eastern do practice
responsible drinking. Most stu-
dents drink zero, one, two, three
or four drinks per week. We don’t
typically notice those who sit
back and enjoy two beers. It’s
just the one or two people taking
shot after shot, doing beer bongs
and keg stands, that stand out in
our mind. They’re the minority
that will wake up in the morning
wondering, “What did I do last
night?”
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Jessica Sempek
Guest
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News,
Alcohol 
education 
coordinator and
Health Education
Resource Center
graduate 
assistant.
Sempek also is a
graduate student
in family and
consumer 
science
She can be reached
at 581-7786 or
jasempek@eiu.edu
Learn to drink responsibly
O P I N I O N
Better
planning
was needed
E D I T O R I A L
I urge the entire campus
community to come out this
Saturday to support the
Eastern Panther football
team in its home opener, 
6 p.m. at O’Brien Stadium.
While you are there, you
will also have the 
opportunity to support a
great cause, the American
Cancer Society Relay For
Life of Coles County. The
first 400 people to donate $1
or more to our relay team’s
canister drive will receive a
t-shirt with the theme “A
salute to America,” thanks
to the generosity of the
Eastern Athletic
Department. Stop by our
table at the north entrance
to the stadium between 
4:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Saturday.
I also invite you to join us
for our Relay for Life event,
to be held at Peterson Park
in Mattoon from 6 p.m. 
Sept. 27 to 6 a.m. Sept. 28.
We will have a DJ, games,
activities and entertainment
for the whole family. It’s not
too late to support this
year’s event – by making a
donation, by volunteering to
help before or at the event
or by purchasing a luminar-
ia candle for $5 to honor a
cancer survivor or patient
or to remember someone
who has lost his or her bat-
tle with cancer. We also
invite all cancer survivors
to participate in our opening
ceremonies and our sur-
vivor reception.
For more information,
please call me at 581-6295
(work) or 348-8696 (home).
Please come out Saturday
and support a great Panther
team, as well as a great
cause. See you at the game!
Tammy Veach
Co-chair, 2002 American
Cancer Society Relay for Life
of Coles County
Support Coles County Relay for Life
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“Drinking alcohol
responsibly can not
only reduce any nega-
tive consequences, but
it can also be fun.”
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
Finally, art students are taking classes in a
functioning building. They can turn on the lights,
open and close the doors and pop open bottles of
noxious art chemicals without fear of asphyxia-
tion.
Too bad they couldn’t do all this four weeks ago
when school started.
When construction began on the Doudna Fine
Arts Center, Eastern rented out other facilities
to substitute. Art classrooms in the former
Booth West were unfinished
when classes began Aug. 26
and didn’t get finished until
this week. On day one, Booth
West sported dirt floors and
hanging wires, had no venti-
lation or doors and no toi-
lets. 
In some ways, the slow
pace of construction wasn’t
Eastern’s fault. The universi-
ty had to work through the
buildings’ landlord to get the
contractor to do anything.
Did Eastern get taken for a
ride with all the art students
and faculty hanging on to the
back bumper?
A university should not be at the mercy of a
grocery store landlord, particularly when stu-
dents and faculty have to suffer for it. It does not
speak well of our bargaining power, negotiating
capabilities or interest in academics.
Eastern offers classes. It must find a place to
house them. If one building is closing, the classes
housed in the building need to be moved. The fine
arts renovations have been in the planning stages
for over a year, leaving plenty of time to figure
out where relocated classes would be. How is this
a last-minute consideration? 
The sorry state of the classrooms those first
weeks of classes are an embarrassing mistake on
the part of the many people who were supposed
to plan this. If Eastern wants to continue to be
known for academic quality, it needs to give fac-
ulty a place to make that happen, preferably one
where a person can’t hear two hands clapping
from one end of the building to the other.
This is not the first time a construction project
has been slow in completion, but that does not
make it right. A little planning and communica-
tion goes a long way toward making students and
faculty happy and improving Eastern’s reputa-
tion.
It’s good to see the job done, but it would have
been better to see it done on Aug. 26.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The now-
complete art
classrooms
Our stance
That the 
temporary
home of art
classes is
finally done,
but it should
have been
done four
weeks ago.
Good planning
goes a long
way.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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By Ben Erwin
VERGE EDITOR
From his role as the one-line
spewing, chainsaw-weilding Ash
in the “Evil Dead” trilogy, to the
iconoclastic Brisco County in “The
Adventures of Brisco County, Jr.”
and a slew of other roles on the
large and small screens alike,
character actor Bruce Campbell is
the epitome of the man with a face
the world knows and a name it
always seems to forget.
Promoting his book “If Chins
Could Kill: Confessions of a B-
Movie Actor,” Campbell will give a
lecture highlighting his career in
Hollywood, his rabid fan base and
his experiences with all levels of
the film industry at 7 p.m. tonight
in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Acting on television series such
as “Ellen,” “Hercules: The
Legendary Journeys” and “The X-
Files” among others, as well as in
films like the aforementioned
“Evil Dead” trilogy, “Spiderman,”
“The Hudsucker Proxy” and “The
Majestic” to name a few, Campbell
has grown a cult-like following
with his eccentric roles for more
than 20 years.
Beginning with local theater in
his home state of Michigan,
Campbell has been acting in pro-
ductions ranging from extremely
large in size and scope to no budg-
et super-8 movies with neighbor-
hood friends since childhood.
Realizing he could make a living
acting “goofy” in front of a crowd,
Campbell quickly caught the act-
ing bug.
In “If Chins Could Kill,”
Campbell expounds on his rela-
tionship with childhood friend and
protagonist Sam Raimi, his early
adventures in super-8 film making
and the genesis of the much
beloved “Evil Dead” series. The
book also chronicles the process of
film making from the standpoint
of young novices making films for
fun’s sake.  
Bringing a time line to a career
ranging from super-8 star and
Summerstock grunt to movie star
and author, “If Chins Could Kill” is
a no-frills look at what makes a
true B-movie star.  
With his lecture tonight,
Campbell will touch on many of
the topics in his book, with a ques-
tion and answer portion for fans
and an autograph session follow-
ing thereafter.  
Never one to disappoint his fans,
Campbell makes arrangements
within his contract to ensure he
has time with anyone at his lec-
tures and book signings.
“(Meeting all of his fans) was
just something he informed me of
straight out,” said Melissa Burke-
Huston, University Board lectures
coordinator, and the one responsi-
ble for bringing Campbell to cam-
pus. “He said if he was going to
meet his fans, he said he was going
to meet all of his fans.”
With that kind of loyalty, it is
easy to see how a self-proclaimed
“B-movie star” has gained such a
following.
Campbell was first contacted to
appear here after Huston became
aware of a prospective book tour.
With Campbell’s following on col-
lege campuses across the country,
he seemed the perfect fit for the
UB’s lecture program.
“I had seen a flier advertising
his (Campbell’s) lecture tour to
promote his book, and being a
Bruce Campbell fan and knowing
what type of draw he could have
here, I figured I would try and set
a date for him to give a lecture and
meet with students” Huston said.
After negotiations to procure
Campbell the right to meet all of
his fans and a number of minor
details concerning his appearance
on campus, he was booked imme-
diately.Although it was initially
assumed his lecture may prove a
largely male event, Huston quick-
ly learned of Campbell’s possible
draw with female fans as well.
“At first I thought it would be
largely male because of the popu-
larity of the ‘Evil Dead’ films, but
with his work on so many televi-
sion shows, I’m sure he can draw
well with any college audience.”
As to what fans can expect from
Campbell tonight, Huston said to
expect a good amount of freedom
and humor to it.
“His work always tends to have
a fun feel to it,” Huston said. “He
always wants to make a personal
connection with his fans, and I
think that aspect is appealing to a
lot of people. Even though he has
been in so many things, he still
appreciates his fans and you can’t
say that about all celebrities.”
Although Campbell will be the
first lecture for UB, many in the
organization have high hopes for
the event. 
“We’re very lucky to have him,”
UB Chair Caleb Judy said. “It’s
odd to find someone with such a
following who still fits our budget.
Usually stars like that are more
than five times what we have to
spend.
“We can only gauge what stu-
dents like by what they show up to,
so we’re always trying to change
in order to meet what students
want, and I think Bruce should
have a big turnout.”
This appeal to diversity seems
to have worked, as the UB has
been inundated by inquiries about
Campbell’s performance. 
With people traveling from as
far away as Toronto to see his lec-
ture, Campbell has proved his
drawing power without having
said a word.
“From the type of response
we’ve received from students,
we’re expecting a pretty big
crowd, possibly between 300 and
400 people,” Huston said.
After the show, Campbell will
participate in a question-and-
answer session to be followed up
by a meet-and-greet where fans
will have the chance to meet
Campbell and get autographs.
Huston warns students to come
early because the meet-and-greet
is sure to draw many fans eager
for an autograph.
“Large concerts are cool, but
how often do you get the chance to
meet a movie star?  It’s very rare
to have someone so willing to meet
his fans and answer their ques-
tions and show the same love they
show to him. It should be a unique
experience,” UB Vice-Chair Ryan
Rinchiuso concluded.
Bruce Campbell to make confessions of a B-movie actor tonight
Bruce Campbell as the one-line spewing, chainsaw-weilding Ash in the
Sam Raimi classic “Evil Dead.”
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  D E A D I T E S . C O M
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Jamie Berfield
Jamie Bielenberg
Janna Celeschi
Natalie DeMoulin
Jen McHugh
Bridget Shanahan
Andrea Stovall
Jill Andrys
Stefanie Bolling
Amber Bowman
Lisa Brandt
Sara Easton
Becky Ferkaluk
Meg Gozdecki
Erin Hardiek
Amy Jelinek
Maureen Kane
Melissa Markowicz
Lesley Marszalek
Becca Matthys
Shanna Mitchell
Kelly Mulvenna
Keeyan Read
Jen Schnaedter
Jana Tomasewski
Katie Kemp
Katie Kinsella
Lauren Krystofiak
Sarah Littlejohn
Sharyl Longhi
Kelly Morgan
Kari Natale
Heidi Oettel
Ami Oliva
Katie Paraday
Danielle Parise
Sara Ruabe
Kyle Shepley
Erin Shilson
Stacy Shilson
Tina Talmadge
Gina Tannura
3.99 - 3.503.49 - 3.004.00
Leslie Anastos
Lindsay Bartkowidk
Val Blocker
Ella Clemens
Jamie Conley
Caroline Cunningham
Laura Curtain
Jen DeCola
Laura Fischer
Suzanne Greenwood
Pam Haase
Anna Hansen
Jenny Hayes
Katie Hennessey
Kelli Henning
Sarah Jackstadt
Sheila Kane
Proudly announces our Acedemic
Acievements for Spring Semester 2002
WW WW
EE EE’’ ’’RR RR
EE EE
BB BB
AA AA
CC CCKK KK
!! !!!! !!
Friday & Saturday
Cosmic 
Bowling 9-12
Sat. $2 22oz. Cans
Miller - Bud
Coors
Lanes
Charleston
Saturday
$2 22 oz. Bottles
Friday is for functions
Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite, Coors Light
“Best DJ in Town”
$2.50 Double Drinks
Sarah’s Finally 21
Get prepared for a wild night!
Love your roomies, Alison & Taryn
Every Sunday
Open 11:45 am - 11 pm
All Acoustic 
Sundays
Hosted by
Ryan Groff
9 pm - 11 pm
Euchre Tourney
5:30 pm
ADVERTISE!
It’s Really Something
to CROAK About!
Advertising in the DEN
581-2816
Speech communication
clarifies cirriculum
By John Chambers
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R
The final stage of revision to the university speech com-
munication curriculum was completed at the Council on
Academic Affairs meeting yesterday.
Two courses up for revision, SPC 3100 Persuasion and
SPC 3750 Computer Mediated Communication I, were
approved.
SPC 2300 changed its course number to 3100. 
“The course is primarily changing from a performance
based course to a therapy course,” said Mark Borzi, chair
of the speech communication department.
He said SPC 3750 will offer a concentrated focus on
computer media.
Changes in concentrations for a Bachelor of Arts degree
in Speech Communication were also approved.
Students can choose from communication studies, cor-
porate communication, public relations and mass commu-
nication with further concentrations in electronic journal-
ism and communication, media studies and electronic
media production. A minor in speech communication is
also a new option.
The concentration in public relations was previously
only offered as a minor, which was a disadvantage to stu-
dents, Borzi said. 
The old curriculum included concentrations in interper-
sonal/organizational, mass communication, public commu-
nication and general speech.
“There’s probably very few people on campus that won’t
admit our curriculum’s been  fairly confused for a number
of years,” Borzi said. “I guess what you can say is we final-
ly got our act together.”
A summary released by the speech communication
department and given to the CAA said a 2000-2001 self-
study was conducted in a review of about 10 years of stu-
dent data, faculty input and surveys from alumni. 
The summary stated some of the right classes were
structured wrong in the programs that they were offered. 
“We propose eliminating our current structure and
developing a new one that will be easier to understand. The
result is that a student will have a better sense of what pro-
gram of study is most appropriate for his or her interests,”
the summary said. Corrections in the university grading
program were also approved. The new policy requires fac-
ulty to obtain emergency documentation from students
before changing a letter grade to an incomplete, so stu-
dents cannot be penalized with an incomplete without doc-
umentation. 
The CAA meets at 2 p.m. Thursday in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Apportionment Board
begins to form goals
for coming months 
By Allegra Hoopingarner
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Residence Hall Association met
Thursday to discuss distribution of this
year’s budget.
RHA president Kevin Leverence dis-
cussed last weekend’s retreat.
“Last weekend’s retreat was great.
We had fun and got answers to many
questions that created room for good
discussion,” Leverence said. “We will
establish a task force made for working
on the betterment of any problems
noted within RHA.”
Committees of RHA are being estab-
lished and vice president Stina
Heldmann  addressed committee lead-
ers. “It’s not too late to sign up for com-
mittees,” she said.
Secretary Kelly Nagle addressed
RHA members and asked that each hall
turn in written reports.
Jessica Jarrett said the Student
Senate needs help putting up posters to
motivate students to vote.
This year’s budget was approved by
hall representatives, however there
was a discrepancy over the amount of
money assigned to each committee
needing funding. Leverence ended the
discussion with an official postpone-
ment.
“The budget cannot be approved as
of yet but we will continue talking
about it next week,” Leverence said.   
Other issues discussed included
Internet and cable connection prob-
lems.
Residence Hall Association fails to pass budget
By Tim Martin
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Apportionment Board
passed its first legislation at last
night’s meeting.
Amy Leonard, student vice
president for business affairs,
proposed changes to the AB
bylaws that officially changed
her title from student vice pres-
ident for financial affairs.
Leonard also brought up two
topics to be voted on next week. 
One of the topics will cover a
new bylaw prohibiting fee-fund-
ed boards from purchasing
clothing that does not benefit
the student body. Leonard said
she did not want the boards
using the extra money for uni-
forms or clothing with the
board’s logo on it.
The other topic for next week
is the creation of concrete
guidelines for allocating money
to non-fee-funded boards. 
An AB member gave an
example of the basketball team
receiving funds to be used for
traveling expenses.
“I don’t want us to be put in
the situation where we have to
say, ‘yes’ to one group and, ‘no’
to another, so we need to have
some specific rules,” Leonard
said.
Caleb Judy, University Board
chair, described its intentions
for the year and specified what
each of its 11 committees does. 
He said UB would like to
improve the lighting and sound
of the 7th Street Underground
and the Grand Ballroom, both in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, with this
year’s budget. He also said UB
was tentatively working on cre-
ating events for the first Friday
of every month.   
The theater board, Dramatic
Players, was unable to attend
the meeting and might speak to
AB next week.
AB will meet at 7 p.m.
Thursday in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the union.
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Rock on
Ken Pecho, a freshman undecided major, sings
Thursday night in the Carman Hall Dining Center
with his band, Barkeeper’s Friend.
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we said ‘great, we’d love to
play,’” Lefrak said. “We had a
great show last time we played
so we’re looking forward to it.” 
Strejc, and UB Chair Caleb
Judy, began organizing the foot-
ball season kick-off concert after
the Athletic Department
approached them in the summer
touting the idea, they said.
“We knew the band had a big
following here,” Judy said.
“When the opportunity popped
up for us to bring them here, we
thought it was a good idea.”
When Lucky Boys Confusion
finishes its upcoming album due
out next year, it will be the
group’s second major label
release and its fourth album alto-
gether, Lefrak said.  “Throwing
the Game” was the band’s first
Elektra release, which came out
in May 2001, he said.
Stylistically, the album will be
very similar to previous Lucky
Boys material, he said.  
However, “You’ll hear a fresh
piece of work,” Lefrak said.
“They are very focused on the
new material.”
Lucky Boys Confusion has
many diverse influences includ-
ing the Clash all the way to the
Beatles, he said.
“Every member really has
diverse tastes,” Lefrak said.
He said the glut of the of the
band’s performance will consist
of original material, both old
and newer songs they are work-
ing on.
“They perform a high-ener-
gy rock show,” Lefrak said. “A
lot of the stuff they’ve been
working on, they’ll be playing
live.”
With the football team taking
on Indiana State directly after
Lucky Boys finishes their
nearly two-hour set, the juices
should be flowing at the con-
cert area, adjacent to the
grassy tailgating area.
“There’s nothing like a free
show outdoors to turn kids on,”
Lefrak said. “It’s like playing
for family and friends.”
Lefrak, who has been work-
ing with the band for about
four years, said he became
associated with the group six
months after the group came
into existence, he said.
“I have really seen them
grow musically from the early
stages,” Lefrak said. “They
have really musically matured
over the years.”
Strejc emphasized that
despite the fact that the band’s
performance will be outdoors
on the grassy grounds in front
of the stage, it will be divided
by orange snow fencing that
will split the crowd into two
sections.
One section will prohibit the
consumption of alcohol to
those under 21 and the other
side of the orange fencing will
require students to show a
security official a valid state
identification card, she said.
Both sections of the crowd
will be asked to show their
Panther card to officials
patrolling the area, Strejc and
Judy said.
“We’re really excited about
the show,” Strejc said. “It’s
going to be a great kick off.”
Judy reminded students
that although this concert is
not the concert fee-funded
show that is highly anticipat-
ed to occur during this aca-
demic year, “they are going to
be getting bigger, a lot big-
ger,” he said. “Everyone is
going to be excited about all
the things we’ll be doing.”
Lucky:
Lucky Boys will play
some of its fresher
material at show
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By Ben Turner
S TA F F  W R I T E R
Friends & Co. will welcome to
the stage two bands with vastly
different sounds Saturday. 
Hit Gone Bad will be reunited
and will play with mostly
Southside Chicago-based Loki.
Normally, when most people
think of surf, they think of the
Beach Boys or the “Pulp
Fiction” soundtrack, but surf is
actually riding the waves right
here in Charleston. That’s
because two-thirds of Hit Gone
Bad still call Charleston a tem-
porary home.
Eastern students Phil Manning,
a senior botany major and Scott
Ducar, a senior sociology major,
still can be heard jamming as a
two-piece if you ever happen to
stroll down Fourth Street. 
With Manning on guitar and
Ducar on drums they can practice
but they can’t produce the entire
Hit Gone Bad sound. For that
they need Eastern graduate and
bassist Dave Geirhahn to take a
trip down Interstate 57.
Over the past year, Hit Gone
Bad has played the Highdive in
Champaign three times, open-
ing for the likes of The
Blackouts, Captured By Robots
and Ghoultown. Their latest
show there was a rowdy one, in
which they may have energized
the crowd more than the head-
liner did. Need proof? There
was a guy with a cast on his leg
that couldn’t help but go crazy
while they were playing.
Drawing on influences such as
Man or Astroman? and Dick
Dale, Hit Gone Bad’s latest
effort, a seven-song album titled
“The Getaway,” was self-pro-
duced in Charleston. It is also
currently in rotation during the
rock show on WEIU-FM. 
Eastern student Justin
Cummings, a sophomore Spanish
and biology major, plays guitar in
the otherwise Southside Chicago-
based Loki. Cummings is joined
by Adam Hughes on vocals and
guitar, Phil Dicicco on drums and
new bassist Keith Rickey.
Previously, Loki was a three-piece
band, without a bassist, since
forming in 1999. Cummings said
this would be Loki’s first show
with Rickey.
Loki sports a hardcore metal
sound that is influenced, accord-
ing to Cummings, by the likes of
In Flames, Pantera and Misfits. 
Highlights for the band over the
summer included an appearance
at a battle of the bands held at
Heart Park in Blue Island, Ill. in
June and two appearances at
Rube’s in Harvey, Ill. Hit Gone Bad
and Loki have played three shows
together. The latest being at the 7th
Street Underground to kick off
“America Recycles Week” in
November 2001. 
The Earth Club sponsored the
show to make up for the cancella-
tion of Peace Fest in April 2001.
The 9 p.m. show will have a $2
cover charge.
Surf and metal to coexist
at Friends & Co. Saturday
 Hit Gone Bad to
reunite; Chicago-based
Loki will strut its stuff
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
(Present coupon on Monday or Tuesday to recieve haircut)
*HAIRCUTS
$10.00
COED HAIR STYLING
CORNER OF 7TH AND LINCOLN
348-7818
Plush
Flowers, Plants, Balloons,
Silver Star Skate Center
Welcomes EIU Students
FRIDAY NIGHT
6:30 PM to 11 PM
Admin. $3.50 w/ Student I.D.
SATURDAY NIGHT
6:30 PM to 10 PM
Admin. $2.50 w/ Student I.D.
+ $1 Skate Rental If Needed
Donna’s Hair
Creations
Le t  u s  g i ve  you  the  Grea t
cu t  you ’ve  been  l ook ing  f o r !
$ 2  o f f  h a i r  c u t  w i t h  A n n a
Across  f rom Body  Shop  in  Olde towne  Apt s
1 4 0 8  6 t h  S t r e e t      3 4 5 - 4 4 5 1
(Mus t  p r e sen t  coupon  EXP 10 -30 -02 )
$2.00
Welcome Back Students!
Present this coupon for $2 off your haircut
Ask about frequent cutter card
after 5 haircuts with the same stylist
6th one is FREE
HAIRBENDERS II
1 8 2 0  M c k i n l e y  A v e 3 4 5 - 6 3 6 3
Relax... 
let the DEN take care
of your advertising
needs
Call your Ad Rep today! 581-2816
The grass is always
greener when you 
advertise.
581-2816
Transmission accelerating
By Lisa Rowe
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Transmission, a three-man blues
rock band from Chicago, certainly
shook up the Uptowner last Saturday,
bringing in a fairly decent sized
crowd.
The band, consisting of guitarist
and vocalist Jim Crabtree, drummer
Jake Winebrenner and bassist Neal
Galloway, has been together for two
years. 
The musicians find their inspira-
tion in such blues rock legends as
Jimi Hendrix and Stevie Ray Vaughn,
combining technical guitar riffs and
powerful drum beats to form what the
band describes as an intense sound. The
members of Transmission said they real-
ly like to play together and get the crowd
to interact with their music, even if audi-
ence members are only bobbing their
heads along with the music.
“We don’t have to think about things
going on in life when we play,” Crabtree
said. “We like to get people up and danc-
ing while we play.”
Transmission has played the
Uptowner several times before, draw-
ing a slightly bigger crowd each time
they have played.
“People are now remembering us
from shows we played before and are
coming back to hear us,” Crabtree
said.
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REVERSE COVERREVERSE COVER
8  P M  -  1 0  P M
COME I N A N D GET A BUCK!
Friday & Saturday @
$ 2 .7 5 UV Mixers
DJ  Carebear  9  -  Close
Sunday:
$1.25 Bottles
Come watch the games!!
Jessica Marsh
Megan Mayne
Monica McCollum
Jordan Sherbrooke
Erin Simmons
Leanne Specha
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Jessica Kaatz
Jilyan Landon
Jamie May
Jenny Milne
Eileen Mitrenga
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Although Cougill denies the ordi-
nance was passed as a source of
revenue,  the city will receive the
$250 fine that will go into the gen-
eral revenue funds. 
“We do not look at any kind of
fine receipts as a source of rev-
enue,” he said. “I think you’re
crazy if you depend on that for
revenue.”
In fact, Cougill said if the city
passed the ordinance to produce
revenue from fines, it would not
continue to give warnings instead
of citations.
“If it was (a source of revenue),
we’d quit giving out warnings,” he
said.
“I think it’s a great idea, and most
everybody else thinks it’s a great
idea,” he said. “It’s not like we don’t
agree with what he’s doing.”
Instead, Knoop said, Harrison
could go to each bar individually
and create a bar route according
to whether they will pay for the
service.
Harrison does not agree with
that process; however, saying he
has done the leg work so far and
it’s time for the bars to kick some
in as well.
“I just think they should do
more than what they’re doing,” he
said. “Trying it is all I’m asking
for, try something to make things
better.
“If I’m going to have to do all
their work for them too I’m just
not going to do it. Help me help
themselves.”
Harrison does have a back-up
plan for the already purchased
bus, however. He intends to pro-
vide rides for the near-by Amish
community, but said he would
rather go with the designated
driver idea.
“It needs to be what I intended
it for.” 
Ordinance:
Cougill says ordinance
was not passed as
source of revenue
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 A
Service:
Harrison has a 
back-up plan for the 
purchased bus
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 A
By Teri Webster
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Lake Land College’s campus will be
filled with athletes and volunteers
Saturday for the 19th Annual Special
Olympics Family Festival.
The event is sponsored by the Illinois
Consolidated Telephone Company in
Charleston, along with various vendors
who contribute to the event. The compe-
tition begins at 8 a.m. and concludes at 3
p.m.
The Special Olympics Family Festival
is given a tremendous amount of assis-
tance from the number of volunteers it
receives.  Each volunteer is paired up
with an Olympian resulting in a “friend-
ship for a day.”  
Volunteers must be at least 16-years-
old or older to participate.
“Last year, more than 2,000 volunteers
helped make SOFF a success, with 600-
700 volunteers from the Eastern Illinois
University community helping out as
‘Friends-For-A-Day,’” said Sam Jurka,
2002 SOFF chairman.
The Olympians range from children
to adults, but a majority are adults.
Laura Zuhone, senior manager of cor-
porate communications at ICTC, said all
ICTC employees are involved in this
event. The telephone company sponsors
this event because it is a special day for
the mentally disabled.
The purpose of the day is for the
Olympians to have fun, Zuhone said.
They are exposed to activities that they
do not get to do on a normal day.
The many Eastern students who vol-
unteer to help with the SOFF have a
learning and growing experience,
Zuhone said. This experience is espe-
cially helpful to those students 
going into the field of special educa-
tion.
“For the Olympians, the day is a day
unlike any other,” Zuhone said.
19th Annual Special Olympics
benefits participants, volunteers
Johnson’s, his campaign is based on issues, not
money.  
“Johnson used the better part of $2 million to win
his last election,” Estabrook said. 
Estabrook also said he is against the war on ter-
rorism.  
“One of the Green Party’s principles is non-vio-
lence,” Estabrook said. “These clowns in
Washington are planning to kill Arabs come hell or
high water.”  
Finally, Estabrook discussed voting issues. 
He said only one-third of the public votes in elec-
tions. Estabrook plans to get his votes from the two-
thirds of the public who does not vote.  
“If I obtain only one-quarter of the two-thirds of
the people who normally do not vote, I will win in a
landslide,” Estabrook said.
Estabrook:
Candidate says he will get his
votes from the two-thirds of the
public who do not vote
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“For the Olympians, the
day is a day unlike any
other.”
—Laura Zuhone
Experienced babysitter AVAILABLE:
Education major available to babysit
in my home days/evenings/week-
ends call 345-9246
__________________________9/20
HELP WANTED!  The Mattoon
Academy of Gymnastics and
Dance is looking for an experi-
enced gymnastics and tumbling
instructor.  Phone 235-1080.
__________________________9/20
Help Wanted. Eastside Package
Liquors. Inquire within-evenings and
weekends. Must be 21. Call 345-5722.
__________________________9/20
MODELS NEEDED. Male or Female
models for painting/drawing classes
for Fall 2002 semester. To apply, come
to the Art Office, 300 Lawson Hall.
__________________________9/23
RESORT & GOLF INTERNSHIPS.
Orlando, FL; Myrtle Beach & Hilton
Head Island, SC. Now Hiring for win-
ter and spring positions. Take a
semester off and learn about the hos-
pitality industry in sunny resort loca-
tions! Receive a certificate from the
largest hospitality training company in
the United States. Fully furnished
housing, stipend and transportation
provided. 3-6 month internships. View
our website at
www.AmericanHospitalityAcademy.c
om and call 888.859.5293 for more
information.
__________________________9/24
ACCOUNTING MAJORS. Part-time &
Full-time for local printing company.
Capable to work in all aspects of
Accounts Receivable/Payable.
Candidate must possess strong com-
munication skills, have a PC back-
ground and experience with account-
ing software.  Duties will also include
payroll. Apply in person at:
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION, INC.
5955 Park Drive Charleston, IL. For
directions call 217-345-9194.
__________________________9/24
GRAPHIC ARTISTS. Part-time &
Full-time for local printing compa-
ny.  Must possess knowledge of
Illustrator, Quark, and PhotoShop.
Apply in person at: SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. 5955 Park
Drive Charleston, IL. For direc-
tions call 217-345-9194
__________________________9/24
WANTED: Babysitter for weekday
nights from approximately
10:30pm to 7:30am. Great for
night owls. Reliable transporta-
tion is a must. Please call
234.4830 and leave message.
__________________________9/26
Part-Time up to $14.95 HR.
Repairing Mailings, flexible hours,
no selling, call 626-821-4035,
__________________________9/27
Bartender  trainees needed $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539
__________________________9/23
2 bedroom apt. furnished, low utilities,
few blocks from campus. Available
1/02-6/03. $250/mo. 348-3304.
__________________________9/20
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR
SPRING, 3 BR, furnished apts.
Call Kim 346.3583
__________________________9/23
New Large 1 BR Apt. All appliances,
including W/D; trash included.
Available Oct 1. Call 348-6682
__________________________9/25
Large 1 or 2 BR Apt. off
Charleston Square. $495/mo
includes heat, water, trash pickup,
appliances. No pets. 345-2617
__________________________9/27
Available NOW or 2nd semester.
Vacancies must go! Rentals for 1-5
persons. Make an offer and watch
the landlord squirm! 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.  
__________________________9/30
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt.
Stove, refrigerator included.
Washer and dryer hook up. $450
per month. 345-2467.
__________________________10/4
Near campus, adorable. 4 bedroom
house, 10 month lease, available
immediately. Washer/dryer, off
street parking. 348-0712
__________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash. Dave
345-2171 9-11am
__________________________00
3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOUSE. 2
BLOCKS FROM EIU. W/D INCLUD-
ED. $200 EACH. CALL 348-1067
__________________________00
No more waiting in line for the bath-
room. New 3 & 4 BR, 2 bath large
apts. DSL Internet, W/D included.
$225-$250/person. 348-1067.
__________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR fur-
nished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
__________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $250/PERSON. FUR-
NISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
345-5022
__________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D,
water and trash included.
$225 each, 3 people. Available
June 1st. Not close to cam-
pus. 232-0656.
__________________________00
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and
a 3 bedroom house all within
walking distance to Eastern. Call
348-0006
__________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENT-
LY RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157
OR 581-3681 or www.lanman-
properties.com.
__________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COM-
PLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
__________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-
1479
__________________________00     
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
__________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm. apt.
very close to campus, low utilities,
10 month lease. 345-5048.
__________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.  CLOSE
TO  CAMPUS.  345-6533.
__________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3 BR
UNF. APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG,
DISHWASHER, MICROWAVE,
CATHEDRAL CEILING, INDIV.
SINK/VANITY IN EACH ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746
__________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1 BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN-2 BATH LIVING
ROOM, DINING ROOM,
KITCHEN, STOVE, REFRIG.1520
9th ST. PH. 348-7746
__________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APART-
MENTS Now showing 2 and 3 bed-
room apartments available IMMEDI-
ATELY, 2ND SEMESTER, or select
your apartment NOW for fall 2003!
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offers
lots of space, swimming pool, volley-
ball court, walk to campus.  Located
across from Carman Hall. 345-6000
__________________________00     
WANTED: roommates- 3 bedroom
furnished apartment, $270 plus util-
ities. Call Kim at 346-3583.
__________________________9/13  
2000, X-1 Lightning, Buell, Pro-Series,
1100 mi, Must Sell, $8500. 345.6795
__________________________9/20
Mountain Bike, Kerosene heater,
computer, workstation and chair,
music keyboard, LEGOROBOT-
ICS SET. 345.5372
__________________________9/20
FOR SALE: 4 Cardinals vs.
Diamondbacks tickets for 9/25.
Make offer. Proceeds go to chari-
ty. Call Cliff: 581-6567
__________________________9/23
Pentium 133, 16 MB Ram, 4 6B
HDD, Win 95, 28.8 Modem, Office
97, Much more software, HP
Deskjet 672C Printer, 14” Monitor.
$200 OBO. Call 581-7245, lv msg.
__________________________9/24
Playstation, 2 controllers, 11 games,
360 Block memory card. $200
OBO. Call 581-7245, lv msg.
__________________________9/24
1991 Checy Caviler. Runs good.
200K. $800 obo.  Call 234-3952
After 4pm
__________________________9/24
REAL ESTATE CHARLESTON:
Charming 5 BR, newly remod-
eled, old part of Charleston. New
furnace/AC/Wiring, 1.5 bath.
$62,500. PH. 345-9665.
__________________________9/25
Congratulations to Kristin Kurtenbach
of AST for becoming the FIRST Phi
Kappa Theta sweetheart! Your sisters
are proud.
__________________________9/20
Lara Renner, Amber Reed, Bob
Dudolski & Stefanie Bolling: You
did a great job with Recruitment.
Thank you! Love, PHC Exec
__________________________9/20
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND
SPECIALS: BUD, BUD LIGHT 12NR
$7.49, LITE 24PK CANS $13.99,
KEYSTONE LIGHT 12PK CAN $4.99,
BERINGER WHITE ZINFINDAL
750ML $4.99, KAHLUA MUDSLIDE
AND WHITE RUSSIAN 1.75L $9.99,
KEGS IN STOCK! ROUTE 130 AT
JACKSON AVENUE. 345-5722
__________________________9/20
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEKEND SPE-
CIALS: BUD, BUD LIGHT 12NR $7.49,
LITE 24PK CANS $13.99, KEYSTONE
LIGHT 12PK CAN $4.99, BERINGER
WHITE ZINFINDAL 750ML $4.99,
KAHLUA MUDSLIDE AND WHITE RUSS-
IAN 1.75L $9.99, KEGS IN STOCK! ROUTE
130 AT JACKSON AVENUE. 345-5722
__________________________9/20
Hi-Lites/Foils Saturday Special start
$35. The Hair Depot. 345.2975
__________________________9/20
USA Spring Break Presents Spring
Break 2003. Campus Reps Wanted.
Earn 2 free trips for 15 people. Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Acapulco, South Padre and Florida.
Call TOLL FREE 1-877-460-6077.
www.usaspringbreak.com
__________________________9/20
Charleston Jaycees Mud Volleyball
Tournament Saturday Sept. 21 at the
Place in Ashmore, IL. Registration at
12 noon. Teams must be co-ed, at
least 2 members of opposite sex.
Must be 21 to enter. For more info
contact Jill Moffett at 345-0441 or
Angela Peters at 345-1365
__________________________9/20
FREE DIETARY ASSESSMENTS!  Call
Beth at 581-7786 for more information!
__________________________9/20
PARTY STUFF!! Hawaiian leis, grass
skirts, coconut bras, Mardi Gras
beads, wigs, cowboy hats, tiaras,
adult birthday and bachelorette gags
& gifts. GRAND BALL- 609 6th St,
Charleston. Tues-Fri 12-6, Sat 10-2
__________________________9/20
What kind of drinker are you?  Find
out at mystudentbody.com  Use EIU
as your school code.
__________________________9/20
Parents weekend openings at Days
Inn for Sept. 27&28. Minimum of 2
nights. Call 345-7689
__________________________9/24
Come in at Z’s Hair Design for a
trendy new hairstyle.  Haircut,
shampoo and style $5. Men’s
haircuts $12. Highlights range
from $40-$50. Cut, shampoo, and
style included with highlights.
Brow and facial waxing $5 each.
Many more services offered. For
appointment call Nikki at 345-
5451. Located just north of Post
Office at 212 6th Street,
Charleston. We offer Paul
Mitchell, Graham Webb, and
American Crew products.
__________________________9/27
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company! Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, & you will
never want to use a different
Spring Break company again!
Sign up by Nov. 1 & get over $100
in food & merchandise FREE.
800.875.4525. www.bianchi-
rossi.com. Travel FREE-ask how!!
__________________________11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel
With STS Americas #1 Student
Tour Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida.
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
__________________________11/1
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas!
Campus Reps Wanted! Best Prices.
Free Parties & Meals! 1-800-234-
7007 endlesssummertours.com
_________________________12/16
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FAMILY FUN FESTIVAL: Going to Family Festival? Do you have a car? Do
you need a ride? Be at the South end of Buzzard, 7th street at 7:45 am on Sat,.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE: Sunday morning worship on Sep 22 at
10:30 in the Buzzard Auditorium.  Come and worship with us!
CHI ALPHA CAMPUS MINISTRIES. All-Night Prayer tonight starting
11:59-7am on 9-21, Charleston Community Church. Join us for an hour
or all night for prayer! Any questions, call 581.3753
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Free Sunday Supper, 5:30pm  at the Wesley
Foundation across 4th from Lawson. Come and have a homemade
supper with your friends.
ACROSS
1Subject for
Aristotle
7“Idylls of the
King” char-
acter
14Drifted
15Big shot
16Fiction
17Recurring
Broadway
role first
played by
Maude
Adams, 1905
18Model
19Christmas
cries
20Key letter
21Grand style
22Law school
class
24New York
tickertape
honorees,
1962, ’69
and ’86
25Intl. org.
begun in
1958
26Sepulcher
28April letters
29Tower
31Hero worship
33Carouse
38Ne’er-do-well
39Air
40Lick
43“A blind mule
kicking by
guess”: Josh
Billings
44Skye cap
45Mark suc-
cessor
47Set
48Relatives of
pollacks
49Giving great
service?
51Force, in
ancient
Rome
52Tony winner
Uta
53Didn’t start
all at once
55Shade of red
56Restaurant
activity
57Illinois River
city
58Savings
59Brittle ingre-
dient
DOWN
12002 British
Open cham-
pion
2“Later!”
3Flip out
4“Er … um
…”
5Alternative to
office or
home
6March grp.,
once
7Cracks up
8Number on a
check: Abbr.
9Welsh sym-
bol
10President
Garfield’s
middle name
11Exuberant,
with “up”
12Tailors
13Potentate
15Specialized
reporting
19What an
average per-
son tries to
earn
22Santa ___
(Arizona
mountains)
23Got wind of
27A following?
30Hay loft
32“___ Louse”
(Burns poem)
3460’s conflict
zone, famil-
iarly
35Cousin of a
helicopter
36Exchanges
(for)
371946 British
Open cham-
pion
40Category in
the game
Clue
41Game with
right and left
bowers
42Threesomes
46Birth
48Glance
50“Power” star,
1986
52Blackguard
54Get to the
bottom of
things?
55Producer of
columns, for
short
Puzzle by Martin Ashwood-Smith
ANSWER TO TODAY’S  PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15
16 17
18 19 20
21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28
29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37
38 39
40 41 42 43 44
45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52
53 54 55
56 57
58 59
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ETHICSGALAHAD
ROAMEDSOMEBODY
NOVELSPETERPAN
IDEALHOSKAPPA
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LOOMRESPECT
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The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
F O R  R E N T
F O R  S A L E
P E R S O N A L S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
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Sandwich Shop
p l a c e
located at 423 Lincoln
345-2466
Joey’s Deli sandwiches- Big taste, lower prices-
Just the best sandwiches on the block.  All
sandwiches are served on 9” long loaf of bread,
baked here fresh.
Turkey & Cheese - Fresh lettuce and Hellmans mayo.
Made with fat free boneless turkey breast, served on our
fresh baked french bread......................................................$2.99
Ham & Cheese - same deal! Fresh lettuce, tomato, real
mayo(Hellmans) - fresh baked here each day and Farmstead
lean ham...................................................................................$2.99
Roast Beef & Cheese - Fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellmans) makes this a tremendous beef sandwich
....................................................................................................$2.99
Vegetarian & Cheese - Provolone Cheese and American
Cheese, fresh lettuce, tomato, real mayo
(Hellmans).................................................................................$2.99
Joey’s Homemade Chicken Salad - Celery, onion,
special sauce, lettuce, tomato, mayo...a lite bite, for a late
night!..........................................................................................$2.99
Joey’s Best Beef BBQ - We slow simmer our own choice
chuck, then cover it with homemade sweet & zesty BBQ
sauce. This ain’t no dainty sandwich.................................$3.29
Italian Beef - deli thin sliced beef, cooked in our Italian
slow simmering sauce with hot peppers on the side- Just
like Mamma’s..........................................................$3.29
Italian Sausage - Spicy sausage cooked over our char-broil
grill by chef Mark to perfectionAwesome!.................$3.20
Combo Beef & Sausage - Same great beef & sauce with
an added kick, a grilled sausage for one of the best 
sandwiche...................................................................................$3.59
Philly Cheese Steak- A 4oz. beef steak grilled with onions
& sweet peppers then covered with provolone cheese-
the next best thing to visiting Philly-Yo!.................$3.59
Chicken Philly- Just like Philly Steak only with lean 
Chicken......................................................................................$3.59
Polish Sausage - Not for the faint-hearted - a giant, litely
smoked sausage grilled over open flame then served with
your choice of topping on our own home made french
bread..........................................................................................$3.29
Meatball Deluxe - 4,YES 4! 1oz. meat balls stuffed on our
home made bread. Suffocated in our Grandma-style mari-
nara red sauce.........................................................................$3.29
Gyro - A combo of lamb & beef served on a hand
stretched pita bread, topped with home made cucumber
sauce, tomatoes and onion- The best gyros in central
Illinois.....................................................................................$3.29
Grilled Chicken - A lightly marinated whole chicken
breast (not chucked and formed) grilled on char-broil grill
topped with mayo, tomato and lettuce-served on our fresh
baked buns...............................................................................$2.89
Better Beef make Better Burgers - Ours is the Best!-
Our beef is all beef - no filler and cooked as you order, over
the open flame of char-broil grill, served on our made-here
oven buns - topped with mustard, ketchup, fresh pickle,
onions relish and tomato - no extra charge:
Single Hamburger...............................................$1.79
Double Hamburger.............................................$2.79
Cheeseburger.......................................................$1.99
Double Cheese Burger..................................... ..$3.29
All our World Famous Hot Dogs served on our
fresh buns we bake here. All come with Regular of
BBQ Chips!
Chicago Dog - mustard, ketchup, pickle, onion, relish,
tomato, and celery salt. yes, all dogs get chips .......$1.99
Double Dog - just like Chicago, but two dogs in one bun,
Crazy!.....................................................................$2.39
Cheese Dog - same great dog & bun smothered in cheddar 
cheese, Wow! ........................................................$2.09
Chili Dog - with heaping pile of chili con carne, Great!
.................................................................................$2.09
Honey Dipped Corn Dog- The Best!...................$1.89
Cheese and Chili Dog- a pile of chili on top of our great
dogs then smothered in cheddar cheese, Wow! What a
load!.........................................................................$2.39
Sides:
Chips (Reg. or BBQ) only....................................................$ .65
Onion Rings, Beer Battered (Don’t Eat & Drive).......$1.49
Mozzarela Sticks 5 of the 1oz. real mozzarela cheese,
Red Sauce- Just Ask................................................................$2.75
Original Sin Brownies “The Best” .........................$ .89
Drinks
Ice Tea • Pepsi • Diet Pepsi • 7-Up...................................$ .89
Best Lil’ Grill on Campus
We Deliver
ALL DAY- EVERY DAY
345-2466
All prices are subject to sales tax
“ We  d e l i v e r  o n  t i m e , s o  y o u  w o n ’ t  b l o w  y o u r  m i n d ! ”
W E B A K E A L L O U R B U N S A N D B R E A D S R I G H T H E R E !
SYCAMORES
Fish -n- Fries $3.49
EIU’s 4 O’Clock Klub
Saturday
Ope
n 11
 am
Fri. &
 Sat.
Pregame Warmups
GO
PANTHERS!
$2 Schnapps$2 Stadium Bottles
Weekend
•
A T
Friday & Saturday
$3 Keystone Pitchers
$2 Burger and Fries or Fried Chips
Sunday:
$3 Keystone Pitchers
FREE FOOD
D a i l y  S p e c i a l s
3 4 5 - S U B S
Rush Week Special
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20)
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40)
Monday
Double Punch Day
Tues, Wed, Thurs
Midweek Special
2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1
with the purchase of a drink
Sunday
3 - 6 inch combo meals
for $11.99
$5 Friday
$5 Footlong
Late Night Delivery
Fri & Sat 10pm - 2am
2 foot longs $6.99
footlong combo $5.50
E v e r y  F r i d a y
Domestic 
Longnecks  $1
E v e r y  S a t u r d a y
Open 11:45 am - 1 am
$2 Pr emium/Importsi
50 different 
beers
By Andy Werhane
S T A F F  W R I T E R
On a sloppy day at Lakeside
Field Thursday, the Eastern
women’s rugby team began anoth-
er practice in preparation for its
match against Miami (Ohio)
Saturday.
The Panther’s (3-0) early success
has been boosted by the play of
four starting newcomers.
Freshmen Cathy Cloren, Amy
Lalko and Jennifer Roden along
with transfer Anne LeLannic are
all new to the team, but none of
them are ordinary newcomers.
LeLannic is a foreign exchange
student from St. Jean Brevelay,
Brittany, in France, and is consid-
ered a senior.  
She played rugby for three years
in France before coming to
Eastern.
“I came because of the, rugby,”
LeLannic said, “and lets say the
P.E. program, too, but not really.”
Rugby is also the reason Cloren
and Lalko came here. Cloren, who
came all the way from Renton,
Wash., said playing for an NCAA
rugby team instead of a club team
is what made her decision.  Since
Eastern has the only official NCAA
team in the country, her decision
was a lot easier.
“I thought I might regret it
someday if I didn’t come,” Cloren
said. 
Lalko agreed.
“Having a chance to play rugby
at the NCAA level is honorable,”
Lalko said.  “That’s why I came.”
Lalko came from Milwaukee,
Wis., and she’s starting at fullback
as a freshman, which coach Frank
Graziano said is a very difficult
position to play.
But of all these newcomers,
Roden is the most unique.  She is 17
years old.  She should be a senior in
high school in Noblesville, Ind., but
she’s starting at the lock position as
a freshman.  
As Lalko said, Roden gets to
come here “because she’s smart.”
Graziano said Roden’s hometown
high school told her they had noth-
ing else to offer her.  
So she’s here a year earlier, fin-
ishing her senior year and taking
her freshman year.  And on top of
all that, she’s playing rugby against
girls up to five years older than
her.
“I’m not intimidated,” Roden
said.  “Over the summer, I played
pick-up games with adults, so it’s
not bad.  I intimidate them.”
Saturday she and her teammates
can try to intimidate the
RedHawks.  Cloren will not be able
to play, however, as she has a knee
injury.
“It’s nothing big,” Graziano said.
“She is going to sit out this week,
but she’ll be ready for Ohio State
next week.”
R U G B Y
Four newcomers aid Eastern
in undefeated start to season
By Joe Delcorse
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Nine new members will be
inducted to the Eastern Athletic
Hall of Fame during halftime of
Saturday’s home opener against
Indiana State.
The inductees are: Toni Ababio,
Roy Banks, Rick Livesey, Jim
Maton, Jon Mayfield, Ray
McElroy, Robin Smith Dougherty,
Mary Tiegs-Hoyer and Midge
Seaman Wallace. These nine new
members will be honored during
the annual Hall of Fame luncheon
prior to the game and will be
introduced during a ceremony at
halftime.
The process of choosing these
members starts when any mem-
ber of the EI Club nominates a
former athlete. The EI Club con-
sists of former athletes, letter
winners and any member on an
athletic staff. The nominees go
before to a screening committee
and then the Board of Directors
vote in February. Each nominee
needs at least seven votes from
the board to be inducted. 
Toni Ababio (1976) will be
remembered as one of the best
long jumpers in school history. 
Roy Banks (1987) put up
astounding numbers during his
tenure at Estern as a wide receiv-
er.
Rick Livesy (1975) is consid-
ered one of the best long distance
runners in school history.
Jim Maton (1988) was the first
one in school history to win the
NCAA Division I individual
national champion when he won
the 800 meter indoor run in 1988
with a impressive time of
(1:49.27).
Jon Mayfield (1975) set two
national swimming records, won
five national championships, and
earned a total of 12 All-American
honors.
Ray McElroy (1995) was one of
the best defensive backs to ever
play at Eastern.
Eastern to induct
nine to hall of fame
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FALL REFUND DEADLINE
The last day to WITHDRAWAL
FROM THE UNIVERSITY and
receive a 50% refund(50% of all
tuition/fees paid except insur-
ance) is Mon, Sep 23. Be sure to
access PAWS or touch-tone at
least 15 minutes before closing
time.
SPRING REGISTRATION
If you are currently attending EIU
and expect to register for Spring
Semester, make an appointment
to see your adviser as soon as
possible. ACADEMIC ADVISE-
MENT IS REQUIRED FOR ALL
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS.
Spring registration will begin Oct
14. The Spring class schedule
bulletin should be published Oct 7
in The Daily Eastern News, after
Oct 7, schedule bulletins will be
available in the Registration
Office. Read the schedule bulletin
for complete information.
MIDTERM DEFICIENCY LET-
TERS
In mid-October a letter will be
sent to each student who is
receiving a D or F in one or more
courses at midterm. The letter will
be addressed to residence halls
for on-campus students and to
off-campus students at their local
address. If a residence hall or
local address is not available, the
letter will be sent to the home
address. Students who need to
update a local address must sub-
mit the address change in writing
to the Housing Office no later than
Mon, Oct 7.
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH
GRANTS
The Undergraduate Research
Council is pleased to announce
that it is prepared to accept appli-
cations from undergraduates and
their faculty mentors for research
grants for Spring 2003. The spring
grants are in the amount of $500
to each student and $250 for the
faculty mentor. The recipients of
these grants will be notified Nov
2002. Applications are available at
the Honors Office, Booth House.
The student and faculty forms are
also available on the Eastern
website www.eiu.edu/~honprog/
listed under scholarships.
Applicants must have a minimum
GPA of 3.0 and be currently
enrolled as an undergraduate for
this semester and Spring 2003
semester. The closing date for all
applications is Mon, Oct 21 at
4pm. Please feel free to contact
the Honors Office at 581.2017 for
further information.
M O T H E R  G O O S E  &  G R I M B Y  M I K E  P E T E R S
D O O N E S B U R Y B Y  G A R R Y  T R U D E A U
Groovatron rocks Uptowner 
Live in concert,
Groovatron at the
Uptowner this past
week.
Clockwise from left:
Guitarist Nick Ferrer bends
down mid-show to
rearrange guitar pedals.
Andy Dumaresq lays down
rhythms, lost in perform-
ance.
The other half of the rhythm
section, bassist Tony Qualls,
thumping away.
Drummer and percussionist
Steve Pesich bangs away
while displaying his love for
the city that never sleeps.
Guitarist Marc Quagliara
stares into the corwd while
on stage this past
Wednesday
By Nate Bloomquist
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
The image vividly stings
Indiana State head coach Tim
McGuire’s memory although
it wasn’t exactly in focus.
It was one of J.R.
Taylor sweeping right
and running 80 yards
downfield for a touch-
down on the opening play
of the Eastern’s game against
the Sycamores last year. The
Panthers went on to win 44-14.
But Taylor and the Panthers
might be a few steps slower than
last year due to bumps and bruises
suffered from playing Division I-
A Kansas State and Hawaii.
Panthers head coach Bob Spoo
said Taylor wouldn’t be at full
strength for Saturday’s home
opener (6 p.m., O’Brien
Stadium, WHQQ-FM 98.9)
against the Sycamores. 
But the Sycamores have
gotten taller, faster and
smarter from last year. 
“I told the players they bet-
ter respect this ball club,”
Spoo said. 
Here is how the two teams
match up:
Offense
Indiana State senior
quarterback Julian Reese
has already shown his versatility in the Sycamores’
first three games. He has thrown for four touchdowns
and 402 yards, completing 30 of 52 passes. But his four
interceptions have the Panther secondary licking
their chops.
Reese is also a threat on the ground and Spoo com-
pares his versatility to NFL quarterback Michael
Vick. Reese has 35 carries for 156 yards, the team’s
second leading rusher. Senior Soso Dede narrowly has
better numbers than Reese. 
The 5-foot-8, 190-pounder has 37 carries for 160
yards and two touchdowns. He was among the I-AA
leaders in all-purpose yards as a junior and is No. 18 in
the category this year.
The Panther offense has taken a minor moral victo-
ry from its game at Kansas State. Eastern was able to
move the ball downfield throughout the first quarter
with relative ease and trailed 15-13 before the
Wildcats’ offense took a snap.
But mistakes plagued the Panthers and left senior
quarterback Tony Romo and his receiving corps list-
less.
“We’ll have to put up big numbers and score a lot of
points if we don’t correct our mistakes,” Spoo said.
“We can’t keep making mistakes and giving up those
big plays on both sides of the ball.”
Advantage: Eastern
Defense
The Indiana State defense is arguably the
Sycamores’ most improved area. 
Senior outside linebacker Dietrich
Lapsley leads the defense. He has 
32 tackles in three games and is only 24
short of the 300-tackle mark. 
Junior middle linebacker Ryan
Merriwether has emerged as the
team’s best tackler with double-digit
takedowns in all of the Sycamores
first three games.
Indiana State leads the Gateway
Conference in sacks with nine, only
five fewer than it registered all of last
year. 
Red shirt-freshman Kyle Mitchell has
three of those sacks.
“We have much better players in right
now,” McGuire said. “They all use their hands
much better. But we know that Romo will be
awfully hard to sack.”
Spoo said the Panther defense is much bet-
ter than the 124 points it has allowed this
year, but only if it can eliminate big plays.
Both Hawaii and Kansas State were able to
move downfield with big chunks of yardage
from passing and rushing plays. While the
Sycamores have nowhere near the
speed or depth of the Wildcats and
Rainbow Warriors, Reese and the
rest of the Indiana State back-
field provides a versatile threat. 
Eastern will be without
strong safety Fred Miller for
at least Saturday’s game. 
The Panthers’ No. 2 tack-
ler suffered a broken nose
and a leg injury at Kansas
State. Red shirt-freshman defensive end Travis
Wanzeck is also out with a broken left thumb and a
hamstring pull. Senior linebacker Nick Ricks leads the
team in tackles with 16.
“I think that by playing the two I-A teams we played
some people have cut us some slack,” Spoo said.
“We’ve got a good football team here and I think right
now in this game we’ve got to prove ourselves.”
Advantage: Eastern
Special teams
There isn’t much special about the Sycamores spe-
cial teams unit, outside of Dede who averages 29 yards
per kickoff return including a 95-yard touchdown
return. 
It’s something the Panthers special teams corps has
first-hand knowledge about.
Eastern gave up a 95-yard kickoff return to Kansas
State’s Terrence Newman after its second drive of the
game. 
The Panthers also had a punt blocked on their first
drive that was returned for a touchdown. 
“We know they’ve got speed enough to hurt us,”
Spoo said.
Indiana State junior Pat Jordan averages 33.9 yards
per punt while Eastern freshman punter Tim
Schofield averaged 38.8 yards per punt in 11 tries.
Advantage: Indiana State
Prediction: Eastern 35, Indiana State 17
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Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y Women’s Soccer vs. Colorado 4 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Morehead State 7 p.m. Lantz Arena
Men’s Soccer at Wisconsin 7:30 p.m. 
S A T U R D A Y Football vs. Indiana State 6 p.m. O’Brien Field
Volleyball vs. Eastern Kentucky 2 p.m. Lantz Arena
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
After soaring in its last match,
the Eastern women’s soccer squad
will travel a mile high in attempt to
rise above .500.  
The Panthers (2-3-1) won 3-2 at
Eastern Michigan where they had
an offensive explosion with three
goals.  They will look to ride that
momentum at the first annual
Colorado Tournament in Boulder
Colo., in hopes of earning its first
back to back wins of the season.
“I’ve got a very young team and
we are very inconsistent,”
Colorado head coach Bill Hempen
said. The Buffaloes (2-3) are cur-
rently on the downhill motion of an
early season roller coaster ride,
losing their last three games after
the best start in school history.
“We’re simply not very good
overall right now and we are just
looking to get better,” said
Hempen.
The only experience on the
Buffaloes starting lineup is at each
forward.  Littleton, Colo., natives,
senior Lindsey Galas and sopho-
more Nicholle Taylor have
accounted for five goals and nine
total points this season.  
“They give continuous effort
day in and day out but they realize
they’re not going to score  every
game and are willing to do the little
things that good players do,” said
Hempen.
Galas made a position change
from defense to forward this sum-
mer and instantly has become the
top scoring threat for the
Buffaloes this season. The
Columbine High School grad has
already surpassed last year’s goal
total with three. 
Taylor is a transfer from Iowa
who was the Hawkeyes second
leading scorer in her freshman
year at Iowa City.  
She has fit right in with her for-
ward counterpart by leading the
team in assists. On Sunday, the
Panthers will face their toughest
test of the tournament when they
square off against the No. 21-
ranked University of Denver
Pioneers. The Pioneers (2-0-3) fea-
tures two of the best players in the
Sun Belt Conference, senior Katie
Antongiovanni and junior defender
Jamie Norwood.  Antongiovanni,
the transfer from Iowa State was
named conference player of the
week Wednesday after Norwood
was given the honor the week
before. 
They will be going up against
Eastern’s core defense of junior
Rebecca Traen and freshman Lee
Ann Langsfield.  They have been
playing solid defense in order to
maintain Eastern’s 1.5 goal per
game average and will have to con-
tinue to play up to their potential to
stop the offensive firepower in the
mile high state schools.
Turning over a new leaf
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S /
A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Will Bumphus has caught 10 TD
passes in his last six games.
 Panthers start ‘new season’ at
home against Sycamores
F O O T B A L L
By Matt Williams
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Eastern volleyball team
has been traveling around the
country facing talented and
ranked teams for one reason – to
prepare themselves for their gru-
eling climb back to the top of the
Ohio Valley Conference.
The Panthers (5-6) have com-
peted in three tournaments and a
few non-conference matchups.
They have played quality teams
in Missouri (11-1), Illinois-
Chicago (10-2) and No.19 Santa
Clara (8-1).
This is the kind of experience a
young team needs to get before
starting its conference openers at
7 p.m. Friday against Morehead
State and 2 p.m. Saturday against
Eastern Kentucky in Lantz Arena.
Despite being one of the small-
er conferences in the country, the
OVC still puts up good competi-
tion with any team on the sched-
ule. 
“In my short time in the OVC
everyone has been improving,”
Eastern head coach Brenda
Winkeler said. “The ability to pick
up more skilled players is grow-
ing.”
The Panthers begin to play
against some of the most skilled
players in the conference.
Morehead (4-7,1-1) brings back
the OVC’s MVP from last season
in senior outside hitter Amy
Almond and Freshman of the
Year sophomore setter Casie
Garland.
“Amy is a very good player,”
Winkeler said. “She runs a lot of
different sets and that is what
makes her effective.”
Almond and Garland are just
two of five returning starters and
10 letter winners on the their ros-
ter this season. Winkeler sees this
game as an early and important
chance to see what her team is
capable of.
“The start of conference play is
very important,” Winkeler said.
“They are one of the top teams
defensively and that will be a
challenge for us.”
The Panthers then face Eastern
Kentucky, a team who has had
some early struggles, on
Saturday. 
The Colonels began the season
with an overall record of 2-6 and
1-1 in the OVC, but has won two of
their last three heading into the
weekend.
Eastern Kentucky also has
some quality individual efforts.
Senior outside hitter Marissa
Kawa leads the OVC in league hit-
ting with .341 and is second in
blocks with 1.3 per game.
Fatigue could be the decider
for this match. Eastern Kentucky
travels to play Southeast Missouri
State Friday night and then must
travel to Charleston to play an
afternoon game. 
“I feel it is a big disadvantage
for any team that has to travel
that far of a distance and play two
matches,” Winkeler said.
Winkeler is still not completely
satisfied with how Eastern is
playing so far this season and still
sees room for improvement. 
She wants her team to remain
focused on what they have to do
instead of what their opponents
are doing.
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Senior outside hitter Karen Liss leads the Panthers with an average
of 3.30 kills per games.
Panthers ready to
start OVC schedule
V O L L E Y B A L L
Eastern set sights a mile high
W O M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
 Team travels to
Boulder for first annual
Colorado Tournament
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C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Friday
 B r u c e
Campbell
7:00 p.m.
G r a n d
Ballroom
free to students
 A b s i n t h e
Blind
9:00 p.m.
Canopy Club
$4
344-2263
 The Bears
7:00 p.m.
The Highdive
$3
Saturday
 Lucky Boys
Confusion
4:30 p.m.
Tailgate area
no charge
 Loki
Hit Gone Bad
10:30 p.m.
Friends
$3
345-4622
 Astralflight
9:00 p.m.
The Uptowner
$2
345-4622
Saturday
 A c o u s t i c
Sunday
9:00 p.m.
The Uptowner
no charge
345-4622
On Sept. 6, Columbia Tri-Star re-
released its two big summer hits,
“Spiderman” and “Men In Black 2” back
in the theaters as a two-for-one bargain
show. This is a national rollout with an
advertising push behind it.
Why would Columbia want to do this?
“Spiderman” became the third movie
ever (behind “Titanic” and “Star Wars:
Episode 1”) to make over $400 million on
the initial release. Columbia had the
biggest movie and marketshare of the
summer. Thanks to these two movies,
“XXX” and “Mr. Deeds,” the company
broke a record for most money made in a
year by any studio , in a summer.
The reason the studio is doing this is
because of “Men In Black 2.” “MIB2”
made gobs of money, and comes in being
the fourth biggest summer movie behind
huge hits, “Spiderman,” “Signs” and
“Austin Powers 3.” Yet, the approximate-
ly $195 million that the movie has brought
in so far has been seen as a disappoint-
ment.
The movie had a short running time of
around 88 minutes and cost around $140
million to make. That means that “MIB2”
cost $1.5 million dollars for every minute
of screen time, making the movie one of
the most expensive of all time.
Factor in the millions upon millions of
dollars Columbia Tri-Star spent  in adver-
tising for the movie and the deals made
with stars Tommy Lee Jones, Will Smith
and director Barry Sonnenfeld, and
“MIB2” does not look like it will be mak-
ing any money for the studio any time
soon.
To make matters worse, the first “Men
In Black” made $251 million in 1997 when
ticket prices were cheaper and the film
showed in fewer theaters. It also made
more money in the first five days of its
release than the sequel did which is a
very unusual feat for a sequel like this
one.
With all of these factors, the movie is
looking like a huge disappointment. The
studio and the movie could save some
face if it could make another $5 million in
its initial release. This would mean the
movie would have had to make $200 mil-
lion, which makes it seem much more like
a blockbuster and less like a disappoint-
ment.
The problem is, how do you get a movie
that has been played out in the theaters
and audiences to make another $5 mil-
lion? By taking a cue from Disney, who
had a movie they desperately wanted to
see break the $200 million barrier with
“Pearl Harbor,” and released the movie
back in the theater around Labor Day.
By the Labor Day holiday, all big sum-
mer movies have been released and most
of the audience has seen the movies they
had any desire to see. No new movies
were coming out for awhile that would
gain much attention since the early fall is
typically a dumping ground for studios to
unleash their horrible movies.
The marketplace and the audience are
looking for any sort of entertainment, so
why not release a movie that people saw
and see if they want to see it again?
Although “Pearl Harbor” did make a few
million more dollars, it was not what
Disney was hoping for.
Columbia is probably not sure people
want to see “MIB2” again so they teamed
it up with a movie that had many repeat
viewings, “Spiderman.” 
By putting the two together, Columbia
is hoping that people who loved
“Spiderman,” will like the deal of seeing
two movies for the price of one and
decide to go see them again.
Because the movies are a double-fea-
ture deal, it is not for sure which film peo-
ple are paying for, so Columbia can take
all (or most) of the money this double fea-
ture makes and put it all toward the final
gross of “MIB2.”
“Spiderman” has already broken the
$400 million barrier so another $4 million
to $5 million would not make the movie
any bigger of a success. So if this idea
pays off for Columbia Pictures, “MIB 2”
might be seen as more of a success in a
few years than if they never tried; all in
the name of greed.
Studios going back to a dry well 
Ben Erwin
VERGE EDITOR
Formed in
1992 and then
disbanded and
forgotten after the initial success of Iowa’s lone
metal export Slipknot, Stone Sour debuts with a
mediocre album thriving only on the fame of its
members and a few memorable hooks.
While Slipknot is known primarily for its
masked stage personas and a wall-of-sound, per-
cussive intensity, ‘Knot members Jim Root on
guitar and Corey Taylor on vocals forge a slight-
ly softer vein of nu-metal rife with vocal har-
monies and pile-driving guitar riffs on its self-
titled debut.
With the churning riffs and harmonized vocals,
much of Stone Sour’s material seems to recall a
rather pale version of the late Alice in Chains. 
With equal parts AIC harmony and Pantera-
style metal stomp, tracks like the album’s opener
“Get Inside” and the slinking bass groove and
detuned riffs of “Choose” beautifully mix melody
and cocophony.
With the acoustic driven power-ballad
“Brother,” Taylor croons with the best of them on
a tune with enough minor-key melody to make the
song’s hook stay in your head for days and make
record companies see dollar signs. 
However, if “Brother” is Stone Sour’s stab at
commercial success, much of the rest of the
album is simply dissappointing at best.
With the rambling, spoken word rant of
“Omega,” Taylor sounds like a disgruntled
teenager making laughable references to guns
and violence. 
While such an aggressive stance may work for
men in masks and jumpsuits, it seems too elusive
to Taylor without his Slipknot brethren. 
The nu-metal schtick begins to tire with songs
like the Slipknot-lite “Orchids” and the chant-
ed vocals and beefy guitar lines of “Cold
Reader.”
Even the thumping chug of the straightfor-
ward “Take A Number” is overshadowed by
the rest of an album rife with cliche and mis-
placed anger issues. 
Numbers like “Tumult” and “Idle Hands” do
little to help this, as much of Stone Sour’s
debut is too bogged down to ever make a full
recovery.
Although Stone Sour offers up good doses of
vocal harmonies and serves as the perfect
outlet for the often-stunted Root, slab after
slab of Slipknot-lite material begins to tarnish
the album rather quickly. 
Filled with promise, but never fully deliver-
ing lyrically or musically, Stone Sour lacks
the sheer visceral kick of Slipknot and ulti-
mately proves far less interesting on record. 
With trite lyrics and a loud-soft dynamic
which tires quickly, “Stone Sour’s” only
redeeming quality seems to be in the guitar
prowess of Root, whose intricate melody lines
and musical hooks salvage a number of songs.
I can’t say Slipknot has always appealed to
me, but at least they can claim a bit of orig-
inality in their brutal sound. Stone Sour’s
members would do well to hang up the side
project and go back to the band that has
been paying the bills since 1998.
Stone Sour
shows the
softer side
of Slipknot
“Stone Sour”
Stone Sour
‘Changing
Lanes’ a
great film
surely worth
buying
By Ryan Rinchiuso
STAFF WRITER
Sometimes a great movie can fall
through the cracks at the theater and
just sit on the video shelf waiting to be
picked up and enjoyed. The last few
years, some movies that caught on
after the theater were “The
Shawshank Redemption,” “Office
Space,” “Austin Powers,” and “Almost
Famous” just to name a few.
The next movie I think will and
should join these is the amazing
“Changing Lanes.”
While this movie performed decent-
ly in the theater, it never received
much press or attention. It came out
right before the summer push and by
its release, most attention was on
“Spiderman.” Now, with DVD, people
who have not yet seen “Changing
Lanes” can enjoy it on a very complete
and enjoyable DVD.
Gavin (Ben Affleck), a young ambi-
tious Wall Street lawyer and Doyle
(Samuel L. Jackson), a recovering
alcoholic, are both on their way to
court. Gavin has to get there to turn in
a file which will keep him out of prison
and bring millions of dollars to his
firm.
Doyle had to prove to his ex-wife
and a divorce court judge that he was
buying a house to show he was trying
to get his family back together. Both
men are running late and their minds
are on other things when they are
involved in an accident with one anoth-
er. 
Doyle wants to do the right thing and
exchange insurance information,
while Gavin just writes a blank check
to Doyle and leaves him on the side of
the road with the parting words, “bet-
ter luck next time.”
Doyle is very late and, in his
absence, the judge decides that his ex-
wife can move across the country with
his two boys.
Gavin does get to court on time but
realizes the one file that keeps him out
of trouble is still with Doyle. Gavin
tries to get the file back, but Doyle
throws it away in disgust. This starts a
competition between the two men that
lasts all day to see who can make the
other’s life miserable.
The line between good and bad, right
and wrong is not clearly defined in this
movie. 
The protagonist and villain changes
in almost every scene, and you find
yourself rooting for both men but also
cursing them for being so stubborn.
This gray area is a very welcome
change from most movies where good
and evil is each clearly outlined and
the audience knows exactly who will
come out on top. This movie keeps the
audience guessing how the movie will
end.
The acting in “Changing Lanes” is
also top notch, featuring some of the
best performances of these actors’
careers.
Samuel L. Jackson, as Doyle, gives a
powerhouse performance which ranks
near the top of his roles. Jackson
seems like a very timid man in this
film. With a pencil-thin mustache and a
way of standing and walking that
makes him seem weaker and smaller
than he actually is, Jackson plays a
man who wants to do the right thing
but seems unable to do it.
Jackson is one of the best actors of
his generation and, with this movie, he
shows why he is so respected. 
Ben Affleck is in the unfortunate sit-
uation of trying to act against Jackson
at his best. Affleck keeps up with
Jackson and gets to shine in his role,
and proves to the world that he is an
actor and not just a movie star. 
While his stature was tarnished with
such junk as “Pearl Harbor,” Affleck
shows that he has range and will be
around after other actors of his gener-
ation sink into oblivion.
“Changing Lanes” at least has one
showy scene/monologue for each actor
to show off his or her skill. Whether it
is Affleck in the confessional, Jackson
in the bar or Amanda Peet at the
restaurant, all actors get to show off
and are up to the task.
Usually DVD reviews talk about the
extra features accompanying the
package to entice the buyer into a pur-
chase. The best bell or whistle on this
“Changing Lanes”
DVD Review
Samuel L. Jackson and Ben Affleck shine in the amazing and “Changing Lanes”
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  A M A Z O N . C O M
coming out
swinging:
By Ryan Rinchiuso
S T A F F  W R I T E R
